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I. Introduction

Developed over a period of some thirty
years, Lewis F. Richardson’s approach to a
general theory of large-scale conflict, al-

though treating a wide variety of subject
matter, has a sufficiently unified theoretical
basis to be called a &dquo;system.&dquo; That is to say,
the assumptions underlying the theory are
sufficiently lucid and explicit and the deriva-
tion of the conclusions is sufficiently rigor-
ous to warrant a critique of the entire system
through the examination of its underlying
base.

This base has three aspects, which will be
examined separately. These are (1) a philo-
sophical aspect, dealing with the nature of
large-scale events; (2) a psychological-
ethical aspect, dealing with motivations and
goals; and (3) a technical aspect, dealing
with scientific strategy, that is, the choice of
data, the interpretation of data, the inven-
tion of theoretical models, and methods for

testing the models. First, it is important to
point out that all three aspects of Richard-
son’s system-its philosophy, its psychologi-
cal components, and its methods-have been

developed elsewhere. The originality of his
contribution is simply in the lengths to

which he has gone in combining them into
an extensive system.

Richardson’s philosophical orientation,
that is, his view of large-scale human be-
havior, derives from the outlook of Malthus,
Darwin, Marx, Toynbee, Pareto, and the

mathematical economists. His psychological-
ethical orientation is traceable partly to the
thinking of Jesus, Tolstoi, and Gandhi and
partly to that of the pragmatists. His tech-
nical methods are identical with the workers
in mathematical biology and sociology of

the &dquo;deterministic school,&dquo; particularly Vol-
terra, Lotka, Kostitzin, and Rashevsky; and
to anyone familiar with the views of these

authors, Richardson’s exposition has an ex-
tremely familiar ring, both the prose and
the mathematics.
We shall consider the philosophical orien-

tation first. To give it a name, we shall call
it &dquo;determinism.&dquo; Before we go any further,
however, we must point out all the dangers
inherent in attaching a label with powerful
connotations to a view to which the con-

notations may or may not be appropriate.
In a way, one has no choice, since every
label has connotations and no set of conno-

tations can be hoped to be completely ap-
propriate in a specific situation. We shall

content ourselves with spelling out what we
mean by &dquo;determinism,&dquo; particularly by de-
terminism of large-scale events.
Whitehead once pointed out that modern

physical science owes an intellectual debt to
Greek tragedy, from which it borrowed the
deterministic orientation. For the essence of

Greek tragedy, according to Whitehead, is

its emphasis on the inexorable sequence of
events which has its own logic and which
imposes this logic on the acts and even on
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the motivations of men. The unfolding of
the tragedy is identical with the logic of
events becoming more and more apparent.
The unraveling of the consequences of a

scientific theory has, in Whitehead’s opin-
ion, the same flavor. He recounts, for exam-
ple, the feeling of awe which came over a
meeting of the Royal Society when the re-
sults of the observations on the eclipse of
the sun in 1919 were announced to be

strictly in accordance with the predictions
of the general theory of relativity. He likens
the atmosphere to that in a Greek tragedy
at the moment when a messenger arrives to
announce an event which exactly fits into

the unfolding scheme of fatalistic develop-
ment.

Complete determinism in this sense-

that is, exact agreement of predicted with
observed results-is largely confined to as-

tronomy. Nevertheless, the orientation of
determinism remains at the basis of orienta-
tion in physical science, except in situations
dealing with nuclear events. Indeed, deter-
minism has been, until recently, practically
synonymous with the scientific outlook, not

necessarily as a convict:on of the universal
validity of determinism but certainly as a

definition of what is amenable to scientific

investigation.
The question, then, is to what extent is

the deterministic outlook valid in areas out-
side the domain of the physical sciences? If
one believes in a broad applicability of de-
terminism, one is to that extent a determin-
ist. But the belief itself has two aspects,
first, a metaphysical one, where one holds
that somehow determinism is in the nature
of things, a fundamental component of be-
ing and becoming; second, a methodological
one, having to do with the choice of phe-
nomena which seem to corroborate the de-

terministic view. It is to this latter aspect of
determinism that we refer when we class

Richardson with the other determinists, Mal-

thus, Darwin, Marx, Toynbee, etc.
The outlook of all these (and many

others) cal1 be summarized thus: whether
or not determinism resides in small-scale

events, it does reside in large-scale events.
Now this view can be supported by various
rationales. There is a mystical rationale, for
example, that of Hegel, according to which
the large-scale determinism is ascribed to

some supernatural volition. There is a semi-
mystical rationale, such as that of Marx and
Toynbee, who do not mention supernatural
determinants of events but who do reify ab-
stractions like &dquo;class consciousness&dquo; or &dquo;civi-

lization&dquo; and endow these abstractions with

organismic tendencies, such as maturation.
There is also a rationale for large-scale de-
terminism devoid of mystical tendencies, de-
riving simply from the consequences of the
postulates of probability theory, in particu-
lar from the law of large numbers. Thus one
does not have to be a mystic to say, &dquo;True, I
do not know what will be the outcome of a

particular coin toss, but I do know that, in
the absence of mechanical bias in favor of

heads and tails, the outcome of 1,000 tosses
is almost certain to be between 440 and 560

heads and of 1,000,000 tosses between 498,-
000 and 502,000 heads. I do not know

whether I shall return from my long week-
end trip alive, but I do know that the num-
ber of traffic victims will be between 400

and 700.&dquo;
It is now recognized that the determinacy

of large-scale events even in physics can

tolerate just so much analysis into compo-
nent events. When one considers more and

more refined detail, one either arrives at

situations with so many variables that it is

small consolation to hold on to one’s meta-

physical conviction that there is determinism
there just the same-it is of no use to any-
one ; or else one arrives at situations in prin-
ciple indeterminate, at least with respect to
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the only methods of observation at our dis-
posal (as in nuclear events). Thus the argu-
ment runs both ways: if one grants that

physical determinism has limits on the mi-
croscopic end of the scale, one has to grant
the possibility that the indeterminacy seem-
ingly inherent in situations involving human
motivations, volitions, etc., may disappear
as the events are taken on a larger and
larger scale. The trend is away from old

mystical, teleological determinism and to-

ward a statistical one. Such has been the
case in biology. The teleological determin-
ism of Lamarckian evolution is replaced by
the fundamentally statistical idea of natural
selection inherent in the ideas of Darwin-

Wallace and later worked out in consider-
able detail by Haldane, Fisher, and Wright.

Determinism in history is still dominated

by a semimystical, teleological outlook, as

represented in the writings of Hegel, Marx,
Spengler, and Toynbee. In contrast to this
sort of determinism there are at least two
other outlooks. One simply denies historical
determinism, declaring that it derives en-

tirely from mystical sources and is nour-

ished by reification of metaphors and illegit-
imate analogies. Such is the view, for

example, of Popper (2), who goes to great
lengths to make Hegel appear like a pomp-
ous, pretentious fool, which, admittedly, is

not hard to do. By extension, Marx’s &dquo;mate-
rialistic&dquo; determinism is dismissed as a sim-

ple derivative of Hegel’s mystique. The dis-
missal hinges largely on an application of a
derisive label, &dquo;historicism,&dquo; to all specula-
tions derived from an idea of historical de-

terminism. The other outlook accepts his-

torical determinism in principle but does not
ascribe historical trends to any teleological
forces. It seeks to put historical determinism
on the same basis as the physical determin-
ism of large-scale events, even to the extent
of using mathematical models to describe
the course of these events which are very

much like the mathematical models of phys-
ics. The outlook is, however, non-committal
in the sense that it makes no pretense of
claiming that the models are an adequate
description of the events. Rather its advo-

cates propose a piecemeal approach to the
problem, much as is done in the successive
approximations of mathematical physics.
Starting with models which are simplest to
handle mathematically and which have only
the barest resemblance to some intuitive

notions about what may be happening, the
&dquo;mathematical historians,&dquo; or rather the
mathematical theoreticians of history such
as Richardson and Rashevsky (whose meth-
ods are practically identical), seek to derive
from such models consequences containing
statements about relations among observable
variables. Presumably these statements can
then be compared with relations actually
observed, leading to revisions and refine-
ments of the models.

The choice of variables and models and
the evaluation of the conclusions hinge on
methodological questions, to be discussed
later. Since we are, for the present, confining
ourselves to the philosophical aspect of these
theories, we shall only restate their meta-
physical basis. Their proponents proceed on
the assumption of determinism of large-scale
historical events. This assumption is rooted

in statistical laws governing large-scale
events rather than in supernatural or quasi-
supernatural interference in human affairs.

Yet some resemblance of this determinism

to the earlier type of, say, Marx is striking.
From both, one draws the conclusion that
the seeming &dquo;freedom of will&dquo; intuitively
experienced by each individual subjectively
is either an illusion or, at any rate, plays no
part in the over-all picture. This idea was
already inherent in the classical free-market
economics antedating Marx. The rationale
for the free-market economy has been tradi-

tionally just this irrelevance of individual
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motivations to large-scale effects. Everyone
pursued his own &dquo;self-interest.&dquo; Yet the sum-
total of the efforts was supposed to add up
to beneficent equilibrium of supply and de-
mand. Marx’s de-emphasis of individual

motivations, moral considerations, etc., is of
the same character. The northerner in mid-

nineteenth century United States was con-
vinced that slavery was morally wrong. The
southerner was equally convinced that it

was morally right. Both, according to the
Marxist view, were playing out the roles

assigned to them by the economic conflict
between a predominantly feudal and a pre-
dominantly industrial system. Again, free-

dom appeared to eighteenth-century political
thinkers as an unalienable right. By a

strange coincidence, freedom of contract

and freedom from personal obligation were
necessary conditions for an expanding capi-
talist economy.

There is a curious passage in the closing
chapter of Tolstoi’s War and Peace which
has the same flavor as the more explicit
Marxist arguments:

Ever since the law of Copernicus was dis-
covered and proved, the mere recognition that
not the sun, but the earth moves has destroyed
the whole cosmography of the ancients. By dis-
proving the law, it might have been possible to
retain the old conception of the movements of
the heavenly bodies; but without disproving it,
it would seem to be impossible to continue study-
ing the Ptolemaic worlds. But as a fact even after
the discovery of the law of Copernicus, the
Ptolemaic worlds long continued to be a subject
of study.

Ever since the first person said and proved
that the number of births or crimes is subject to
mathematical laws, that certain geographical and
politico-economical laws determine this or that
form of government, that certain relations of the
population to the soil lead to migrations of peo-
ples-from that moment the foundations on

which history was built were destroyed in their
essence.

By disproving those new laws, the old view of
history might have been retained. But without
disproving them, it would seem impossible to

continue studying historical events, merely as
the arbitrary product of the free will of individ-
ual men. For if a certain type of government is
established, or a certain movement of peoples
takes place in consequence of certain geographi-
cal, ethnographical, or economic conditions, the
free will of those persons who are described to
us as setting up that type of government or lead-
ing that movement cannot be regarded as the
cause.

And yet history goes on being studied as of
old, side by side with laws of statistics, of geog-
raphy, of political economy, of comparative phi-
lology and geology, that flatly contradict its as-
sumptions....

Just as in astronomy the diff culty of admitting
the motion of the earth lay in the immediate
sensation of the earth’s stationariness and of the

planets’ motion, so in history the difficulty of
recognizing the subjection of the personality to
the laws of space and time and causation lies in
the difficulty of surmounting the direct sensation
of the independence of one’s personality. But
just as in astronomy, the new view said, &dquo;It is
true, we do not feel the movement of the earth,
but if we admit its immobility, we are reduced
to absurdity, while admitting its movement, we
are led to laws&dquo;; so in history, the new view says,
&dquo;It is true, we do not feel our dependence, but
admitting our free will, we are led to absurdity;
admitting our dependence on the external world,
time, and cause, we are led to laws.&dquo; In the first
case, we had to surmount the sensation of an un-
real immobility in space, and to admit a motion
we could not perceive of by sense. In the present
case, it is essential to surmount a consciousness
of an unreal freedom and to recognize a depend-
ence not perceived by our senses.

We turn to the psychological-ethical as-
pects of Richardson’s system. It is legitimate
to ask whether ethical convictions are ever

relevant in a theory which purports to be
scientific. To this we can reply that, whether
or not such convictions are relevant in the

explicit formulation of the theory, they may
very well be relevant in the formation of the

concepts leading to the theory. Certainly
there is a more intimate connection between

what is desired and what is thinkable than

can be explicitly admitted in the formulation
of a theory. Moreover, it is hard to draw the
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line between metaphysics and ethics, that

is, between convictions of what reality is

like and convictions as to what one ought to
do. Science is unthinkable without a meta-

physical conviction that nature is &dquo;regular,&dquo;
which in certain circumstances is translat-

able into a theological conviction that &dquo;God

is neutral,&dquo; at least with regard to certain

events. A thoroughgoing critique of an eco-
nomic or social system is possible only after
certain emotional commitments to that sys-
tem have been loosened, and this usually
involves an ethical reorientation.
And so, to investigate the consequences

of &dquo;returning good for evil&dquo; in certain con-

ceptually quantifiable situations (as Rich-
ardson does) is possible only if it appears
at all thinkable to do so, and this, in turn,
involves a certain ethical orientation.

It would be going too far to say that
Richardson’s theories are dominated by the
peculiar Christian ethical principles which
require the return of good for evil, etc. In-
deed, in at least one instance he explicitly
disavows this origin. But certainly an aware-
ness of these principles and even, perhaps,
a certain sympathy with them are prerequi-
site in order to examine their consequences
applied on the scale of international rela-
tions as persistently as Richardson does. To
be sure, he also examines other hypotheses,
in particular, the intimidating effects of

large threats (such as are supposed in the
formulation of the present United States pol-
icy). By the very framework of his formu-
lation, i.e., the mathematical equations,
Richardson is forced to disclaim any a priori
position as to the preferable policies. Still,
there is no question about where his per-
sonal preferences are. It remains true that
there are very few examples where a scien-
tist set out to prove one thing (which he
had believed in) and came out proving the
opposite. There are conspicuous examples of
this sort, but they are conspicuous precisely

because they are so rare. Some of this har-
mony between prior emotional commitment
and final conclusions is no doubt attributable
to unconscious biases operating in the inves-
tigation itself. But the choice of problem
probably plays an equally important role.

One chooses the problems which, one intui-
tively feels, will tend to corroborate one’s

convictions, and the intuitions of outstand-

ing investigators are more often right than
wrong.

There is one more point to be made about
the relevance of ethical conviction to the

formulation of a theory of action, which, I

think, is important in Richardson’s case. On
the surface it appears that Richardson is

impartially comparing the efficacy of dif-
ferent means of attaining different conse-

quences. For example, his variables contain
&dquo;threat components&dquo; such as armaments; co-
operative components of international be-

havior, such as trade; motivational compo-
nents, such as grievances, etc. He derives
mathematical consequences of the quanti-
tative relations among these components.
The center of interest, however, is on three

types of consequences: (1) disappearance
of threats-unlimited co-operation, (2) sta-

bilization of threats-balance of power, and

(3) unlimited growth of hostility-war. Now
the very emphasis of these results in each
model points to Richardson’s center of in-
terest. The important thing for him is the

amount of hostility among nations and its

rate of change. This in itself reflects a cer-
tain ethical orientation.
To see this clearly, suppose, for example,

Richardson were interested not in world

peace but in the attainment of unlimited

power by the British Empire. The central
interest of his investigations would then be
not the stability or instability of international
relations but the parameters of military and
economic might. He might, in the interest of
&dquo;scientific impartiality,&dquo; abstract from the
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power of a particular state, but this would
not prevent him from pursuing his mathe-
matical investigations along the lines of

power coalitions, of conflicts and their prob-
able outcomes, of strategies, etc. Instead, he
chose to investigate the etiology of conflict
as one would investigate the etiology of
disease.

Richardson’s conclusions are pragmatic.
I one wishes to decrease tensions, under
such and such circumstances one does so

and so. But a pragmatic approach has itself
a particular ethical flavor. In some ethical

systems there is no room for any pragmatic
consideration. Any given situation may call
for action of a particular kind, because it is

&dquo;just&dquo; or &dquo;honorable&dquo; or &dquo;the thing to do.&dquo;
For example, the ideal of making every pun-
ishment fit the crime is usually devoid of
any pragmatic considerations.

Indeed, the pragmatic justifications usu-

ally attached to the punitive conception of
penology and to international politics may
be no more than rationalizations of dogmat-
ic rather than pragmatic motivations. At any
rate, a pragmatic rationale for policy re-

quires confirmation, and the willingness to

hold formulation of policy in abeyance until
reasonable confirmation is obtained consti-

tutes in itself an ethical standpoint, since

such a willingness implies a denial of tradi-
tional ethical convictions.

Just as certain ethical orientations &dquo;show&dquo;

through Richardson’s formulations, so do
certain psychological ones. The &dquo;transaction-
al&dquo; nature of human events is central. That
is to say, the &dquo;overtones&dquo; of human acts are
taken into account, probably to a greater
extent than appears, at least, in the tradi-
tional pronouncements of our decision-
makers. The results of war preparations ap-
pear in Richardson’s treatment not only as
the war materials themselves but also as

changes in behavior of the potential oppo-
nents (and sometimes of potential friends,

who are not always aware against whom the
preparations are directed).

However, it is with the translation of
these psychological and philosophical con-
victions into an explicit theory with which
Richardson was concerned. Before we turn
to the technical aspects of Richardson’s

work, we must examine in somewhat greater
detail the methodological implications of his
basic philosophical position, namely, that it

is possible to treat human affairs scientifi-

cally, that is, by deterministic methods.
As we have said, two types of determin-

ism appear in science: the classical deter-
minism of Newtonian mechanics and the

more recently discovered statistical deter-

minism of large numbers. The Newtonian
determinism was thought to be absolute. It

had a metaphysical basis clearly expressed
by Laplace in his famous passage about the
possibility of predicting exactly the entire

future course of events in the universe by
taking a single &dquo;reading&dquo; of the state of

affairs. Naturally, such a feat could be per-
formed only by a superhuman intelligence,
but the admission of its theoretical possibility
stresses the deterministic orientation of the

age.
The development of physics was nour-

ished by this framework of thought. The
physicist discovered &dquo;laws,&dquo; presumably
manifestations of the determinism of nature.

In addition to the laws derived from the

basic principles of motion and from the law
of gravity (the foundations of celestial me-
chanics), a great many other laws were

discovered as the investigations of the phys-
ical world went on: laws dealing with the
behavior of elastic bodies, with that of gases,
with the transfer and transformation of heat,
with the viscosity of fluids, etc.
One of the great achievements of nine-

teenth-century physics was the discovery
that the great majority of these laws (ex-
cepting those of mechanics and electromag-
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netism) were really manifestations not of
an &dquo;absolute&dquo; determinism such as still was
surmised to operate in mechanics but of a
statistical determinism.

As an example, take the law which (to a
first approximation) governs the rate of dif-
fusion of one gas through another. It states
that the new across an imaginary boundary
will be proportional to the concentration

gradient across that boundary. How much
determinism is there in this law? No more
than in any situation subject to the opera-
tions of the laws of chance where numbers
are involved comparable to the numbers of
molecules comprising the gas. If a molecule
of a gas is as likely to go from one side of
the boundary to the other as vice versa, the
numbers actually passing across will be pro-
portional to the numbers concentrated in

equal adjacent volumes. This and only this
operation of the laws of chance needs to be
assumed in order to derive the law of diffu-

sion. Accordingly, the laws of chance are

assumed to be the basis of the law. Other

laws, such as those of viscosity, of gas pres-
sure, of chemical reactions, and many others,
are similarly derived.

Superimposed on the laws of chance gov-
erning the behavior of large collections of
entities, there may be extraneous biases. For

example, the motions of water molecules in
a cloud may be random with respect to the
co-ordinate system fixed to the cloud. But
the cloud itself may be moving, blown by
wind. If the motions of the water molecules

are now examined relative to a fixed system
of reference, they will still be chaotic, but
a directional bias will be observed. Turning
the situation around, we may imagine that
a bias imposed on a chaotic movement of
entities comprising a mass results in a sys-
tematic movement of the entire mass. A

similar situation may be assumed to underlie

mass behavior. Each individual, governed
by his own impulses, desires, etc., may be-

have in a way seemingly not related to the
behavior of others. However, the resultant
of the behaviors of millions of individuals

may be entirely stable. Moreover, secular

trends can be seen as results of extraneous

&dquo;forces&dquo; imposed on the mass. These trends
may be unnoticeable if the behavior of only
a few individuals is studied (just as the

movement of the whole cloud cannot be sur-
mised on the basis of motions of a few mol-

ecules). But biases (sometimes very small
ones) are nevertheless operating, and the
over-all result may be a perfectly regular
change in the mass behavior pattern. It is

therefore not unreasonable to describe the
behavior of the mass by deterministic equa-
tions.

Let us now examine the bases of cognition
in order better to distinguish between the
two methods of attack used by Richardson
in his approach to mass behavior. The cog-
nitive process which we call &dquo;science&dquo; re-

volves around two methods of obtaining
knowledge-deduction and induction. De-

duction is usually depicted in elementary
textbooks on logic as arguing from the gen-
eral to the particular, and induction as the
other way around. These processes, how-

ever, as actually practiced in science, are

vastly more complicated than textbook ex-
amples. It is a far cry from the syllogism
about the mortality of Socrates to the de-
duction of the Law of Universal Gravitation
from Kepler’s Laws of Planetary Motion.
Yet both are examples of pure deduction.
Induction, too, is no more a simple matter
of stating a general proposition on the basis
of so many observations. Modern techniques
of induction, such a statistical inference, are
as involved as those of mathematical deduc-

tion, largely because they involve not only
the making of a generalization but also ex-
tricating the degree of confidence with
which a given generalization may be made
on the basis of given data.
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Intimately intertwined with these logical
processes is a metaphysical notion of causal-
ity, which appears in a variety of garbs. In
classical, deterministic physics, for example,
causality, if it is anything at all, is simply
logical implication. And since the independ-
ent and the dependent variables in the clas-
sical equations of physics are usually inter-
changeable, so are &dquo;cause&dquo; and &dquo;effect.&dquo;

While we still prefer to think that forces

cause acceleration rather than vice versa,

there is no such asymmetry of causation in
the equation. If we look at electromagnetic
phenomena (which, being more recently
discovered than those of mechanics, do not
involve so many deep-seated prejudices) we
see this interchangeability much more clear-
ly. For who is to say whether the change
in the electrostatic field creates the magnetic
field or vice versa?

It fares otherwise with causality in the
more empirical areas of science, those which
have not yet been reduced to systems of

equations. Here the memory of Hume’s dev-
astating critique of causality as a compelling
notion still lingers. Hume, it will be recalled,
emphasized the fundamentally empirical
basis of our notion of causality (as distin-

guished from a rational basis) and so shat-
tered the hope of ever establishing the

necessity of causality in nature.
The search for empirically established

causal relations must be governed by more
modest aims. There are degrees of certainty
concerning any surmised causal relation.
The weakest criterion is an ordinary statis-
tical correlation. A stronger criterion, in

most cases sufficient to establish a causal
relation for all practical purposes, is a ma-

nipulable correlation. That is, if one observes
that by making one of the variables assume
some arbitrary value we can induce another
variable to assume a statistically correlated
value, we have more confidence in the sur-
mised causal relation (the manipulated vari-

able being assigned the role of &dquo;cause&dquo;).
The strongest criterion is obtained via the
controlled experiment, the ideal method of
physical science. Here all the variables

thought to be in any way relevant are held
constant except the one manipulated and
the one presumed to be the &dquo;effect.&dquo; Ideally,
to every value of the former there should

correspond a unique value of the latter.
This method, or at least the philosophy

associated with it, has spilled over from

physical into biological science and finally
into the behavioral sciences. Voices are

raised among those concerned with human
behavior against the relevance of controlled
experiment in that last area. Perhaps such
voices would not command the attention

they do if controlled experiment involving
the most interesting areas of human behavior
were not so difficult to perform. The fact
remains that such experiments are extremely
difficult. Consequently, the payoff of such
strategy has remained erratic, and argu-
ments purporting to show the irrelevancy of
the strategy appear reasonable.
The devotee of natural science attributes

the slow progress of behavioral science to
the sheer complexity of the systems in-

volved. In order to control the variables
whose effect is not desired, it is, first of all,
necessary to know what those variables are.
But they are so many that it is next to im-
possible to ferret them out, let alone control
them.

Whether non-trivial controlled experi-
ments on behaving systems are indeed hope-
lessly difficult is a matter of opinion. The
behavioral scientist often foregoes the con-
trolled experiment either because of the

difficulty of imposing controls or because he
does not know, at least at the start of his
investigation, which variables he should
control and which he should study. He then
relies on statistical correlations.

Statistical methods are complementary to
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controlled experiments in the sense that they
depend for their success on the operation of
very many variables. The ideal situation

from the statistical point of view is where

there are so many variables that they be-
come &dquo;confounded,&dquo; that is, tend to cancel
one another’s effects. This cancellation pro-
vides the &dquo;constancy&dquo; analogous to the con-
stancy of controlled variables in a controlled

experiment. Thus it is hoped that a suffi-

ciently large sample of a population is so

representative of the whole population that
any two such samples behave in the same
way, that is, have the same average values
of the variables of interest. Therefore, if it

is possible to select a sample for an unusual
value of one variable and it is observed that

another variable also exhibits an unusual

value, there is a possibility that the two are
causally correlated. It is only a possibility,
but it provides a toe hold, a working hypoth-
esis. Complications of all sorts haunt the stat-
istician’s search for causal correlations, large-
ly in the form of intervening non-controllable,
and non-observable variables and in the

form of spurious correlations. The very no-
tion of &dquo;causal correlation&dquo; becomes hope-
lessly vague in this context, for seldom are
the variables manipulable.

In the absence of manipulation, it ap-

pears, at first, that operational meaning can-
not be assigned to &dquo;cause,&dquo; and metaphysi-
cal discussions becloud the issues. In one

sense, however, a meaning can be assigned
to &dquo;cause,&dquo; even in the absence of manip-
ulable variables. In this context, statistical

investigations play a major part. It is pos-
sible to define cause as that which under-

lies the departure from the expected. For
example, in testing whether a coin is fair,
we may throw it several thousands of times.

If the fraction of heads does not depart too
much from 0.5, we say the coin is fair; if it

does, we say the coin is biased. Put in an-

other way, this means that an inquiry into

causes is not undertaken if observations

agree with statistical expectations and is

undertaken if they do not. There is no an-
swer to the question &dquo;Why do heads appear
approximately half the time?&dquo; Somewhere
there is an answer to the question &dquo;Why do
heads appear more frequently than tails?&dquo;
This conception of causality as that which
underlies a departure from statistical expec-
tation is the basic idea in what is called in

statistics the null hypothesis.
Applications of null hypotheses are very

numerous. It is desired, for example, to in-
vestigate the &dquo;reality&dquo; of so-called accident-
proneness. The null hypothesis is estab-

lished, that is, the supposition that accidents
occur purely &dquo;at random.&dquo; What &dquo;purely at
random&dquo; means is not always easy to say,
but certain mathematical criteria of equality
and independence of probabilities can be
used. The distribution of accidents with re-
lation to people and time intervals in a

given situation is then computed on the
basis of the null hypothesis. Any significant
departure from these computed distributions
then points to the existence of biases (in
common parlance, &dquo;causes&dquo;) and justifies
efforts for their further identification.

These, then, are Richardson’s tools of

reasoning. They are the standard tools of
natural science: deduction, as embodied in
deriving the consequences of a mathematical
model; induction, as embodied in the search
for statistical regularities; the search for

causes, as embodied in the null hypothesis
and in singling out for attention instances in
which data depart from values expected on
the basis of the null hypothesis.

Just one more word concerning mathe-
matical models and their use. To begin with,
mathematical models are algorithms of rea-
soning. That is to say, they enable the
theoretician to reason where ordinary &dquo;com-
mon-sense&dquo; logic fails. How easily common-
sense logic can fail can be seen in a trivial
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example. Suppose a man is engaged by a
firm for a salary which is to be a fixed pro-
portion of the net profit of the firm, such net
profit to be computed after the deduction
of this salary. Common-sense logic may lead
one to suppose that the problem of com-
puting the salary is insoluble, because one
cannot compute the salary without knowing
the net profit and one cannot compute the
net profit without knowing the salary. Both
statements are true, yet the salary is simple
to determine if only the gross profit is

known. In fact, if P is the gross profit and
f is the fraction of the net profit to be paid
as salary and x represents the salary, we
have

What mathematics can do that common-

sense reasoning cannot is to consider in toto
the sometimes intricately interwoven causes
and effects so as to disentangle the final

effects. It goes without saying that the con-
clusions cannot be expected to be more

accurate than the assumed relations between
the variables, and this brings us to the other
crucial characteristic of mathematical mod-

els.

Contrary to a prevalent meaning of &dquo;mod-
el&dquo; in many theoretical formulations, the

main function of a mathematical model is

not an &dquo;explanatory&dquo; one. A mathematical

model is more characteristically a point of
departure rather than a point of arrival in
the construction of a theory. In this way it
is akin to the null hypothesis, which, inci-
dentally, also often involves the construc-
tion of a mathematical model. In most cases,
null hypotheses are made so that they can
be refuted. As a by-product of the refutation
of the null hypothesis, biases are usually
discovered which point to the direction of
search for &dquo;causes.&dquo; It is much the same
with mathematical models. These models

are often deliberately made simple-minded,
with full knowledge that they do not repre-
sent reality. Their chief value is that they
lead to compelling consequences. These

consequences are then compared with ob-
servations. As often as not, the derived con-

sequences do not agree with the observa-
tions. But then the direction and magnitude
of the departures may indicate the direction
of further search. Richardson fully realizes
both the usefulness and the limitations of
mathematical models and repeatedly em-
phasizes both.

In what follows we shall examine one

instance of the inductive approach and two
instances of mathematical model construc-
tion employed by Richardson in his mathe-
matical theory of human deadly conflict.

II. Statistics of Deadly Quarrels ( 7 )
The first task in the study of any phe-

nomenon is to describe it. But what is one

to describe? Countries are described by
their topographical features, by flora, fauna,
behavior of inhabitants; animals and plants
are described by their structural parts; a

historical period by its important events. In
each case selection is inevitable. Selection
is determined by what the describer has
learned from the descriptions of others of
similar things and partly by his own pre-
occupation.

Historians have traditionally described
wars in terms of selected events that have

preceded the wars (in the overwhelming
majority of cases, these have been taken to
be &dquo;political&dquo;) ; in terms of the strategy of
the campaigns; and in terms of selected

events that have followed the wars (again
overwhelmingly political).

Next in frequency to these political-mili-
tary descriptions of wars we encounter eco-
nomic descriptions. That is, the selected

events described as preceding a war (which
are thus offered by implication to be the
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&dquo;causes&dquo;) predominantly involve trade,
technology, resources, etc. Also the war it-
self is frequently described in economic

terms (for example, the American Civil War
in terms of the relative economic potentials
of the combatants), and so are the conse-

quences.
Richardson chooses to fix his attention on

a variable not often considered: the number

of war dead. Having focused on that vari-
able, he erases for the time being the dis-
tinctions between international and civil

wars, between wars and insurrections, and
even between wars, on the one hand, and
riots and murders, on the other. He classes
all these phenomena under a single generic
term, &dquo;deadly quarrels,&dquo; that is, encounters
between human beings in which, as a result
of deliberate action, deaths result. To my
knowledge, Richardson does not use the cri-
terion of deliberate aggressive action; but

this criterion is implied, because fatal auto-
mobile accidents, for example, are not in-
cluded in &dquo;deadly quarrels.&dquo; Except for this
implied criterion, which links the events

with something called the &dquo;aggressive in-

stinct&dquo; (although on that basis some might
wish to include automobile accidents), the
etiology of deadly quarrels is neglected in
this purely descriptive phase of Richardson’s
investigations.
The deadly quarrels are thus classified

according to the single criterion of magni-
tude. This magnitude Richardson defines as
the logarithm to the base 10 of the number
of deaths resulting. Included are the deaths
resulting from the fighting directly and also
those from starvation or disease immediately
attributable to the fighting. We have, then,
magnitudes ranging from zero for simple
murders (logiol = 0) to 7 -~- ~ for the two
world wars, in which the dead are reckoned
in tens of millions. Most murders involve the
death of one victim, but two or three vic-
tims are also common. For example, two

victims result if the murderer commits sui-
cide or is eventually executed. Note the

deliberate ignoring by Richardson of the

difference between murder and &dquo;retribu-

tion,&dquo; which ordinarily is carefully distin-

guished. A murder and the execution of the
murderer are lumped together and appear
in Richardson’s data as simply a deadly
quarrel of magnitude 0.3 (loglo 2 ~ 0.3) .
This classification dramatically emphasizes
Richardson’s approach to the study of dead-
ly quarrels initially divorced from all moral
or etiological considerations.
A crucial task in such a study is to find

reliable sources of data. Data for murders
are available from the criminal statistics of
&dquo;civilized&dquo; states. Data for large-scale wars

TABLE 1

are not so accurate but are also on hand.
The inaccuracy of data on war dead is

somewhat mitigated by the logarithmic
scale of magnitude. Thus a tenfold error in
war dead is reflected in an error of only one
magnitude. Statistics on smaller wars, insur-
rections, riots, etc., become progressively
less reliable and in many cases totally un-
available. Richardson’s starting point was
Quincy Wright’s Study of War. From there,
he continued through the consultation of

some seventy history books. The period
chosen for study was 1820-1929, in some
cases extended to 1945. The results for the

largest four magnitudes obtained in two

separate studies are shown in Table 1.
The consistency of the two studies is en-

couraging and gives Richardson some confi-
dence in the data. However, his collection
of data on deadly quarrels of the next small-
er magnitude (3 ± X) has continued to
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grow to the time of writing, and so the

number can be recorded as &dquo;at least 188.&dquo;

Extending the period to 1945 and including
murders (taken from the statistics of seven-
teen countries) the data up to date are given
in Table 2.

Data on deadly quarrels of magnitudes
~-2% (3-300 dead) are missing from this
study. But a curve extrapolated from the
wars to murders seems to indicate that some

character of such distributions, in order to
take them as a basis of comparison with the
distributions of deadly quarrels classified by
magnitudes. The rationale for such distribu-
tions is the following.’ Suppose we have a
collection of objects divided into classes ac-
cording to the frequency of their occurrence.
The classical example is some large verbal
output (say a book or a collection of news-
papers). A given word belongs in class f if

TABLE Q

Fic. 1

sort of statistical relationship is discernible

between the magnitudes of the quarrels and
the frequency of occurrence (see Fig. 1).

If the units of the ordinate are changed
to loglo (number of quarrels per unit range
of dead) instead of per unit range of magni-
tude, the curve shown in Figure 2 results.
We note that this curve is an ordinary size
versus frequency curve plotted on log-log
paper. A straight-line graph would indicate
an exact power formula (number of quar-
rels inversely proportional to some power of
the number of dead).
At first, we shall note only the general

it has occurred f times in the sample. Now
let the sample grow (as the book is written
or as the newspapers continue to be printed).
When a word which is currently in class f
appears again, it passes into class f + 1.
Consequently, the class f loses a member
and class f + 1 gains a member. But if a

word of class f - 1 appears, then the class
f gains a member. The appearance of a new
word adds a member to class 1. The mathe-
matical problem consists in calculating the
equilibrium distribution, in which further
additions will come at just the right rate so
as not to disturb the relative magnitudes of
the various classes. This equilibrium distri-
bution will depend, of course, on the statis-
tical rule by which additions are made. In
the distributions in question it is assumed
that the probability of the occurrence of a
word of a certain class is proportional to the
total number of occurrences in that class up
to that point, and also that there is a certain
constant probability of a new word occur-
ring. Under this assumption, equilibrium
conditions are obtained of the sort described.

It is now profitable to compare the distri-

1 The theoretical discussion to follow is taken
not from Richardson’s writings but from some
recent studies (cf. H. A. Simon, "On a Class of
Skew Distribution Functions," Biometrika, XLII
[1955], 425).
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bution of the deadly quarrels by magnitudes
with the statistical distribution just de-
scribed. The comparison would make sense
only if a similar rationale were found for

the distribution of deadly quarrels. By a
stretch of the imagination, such a rationale
can indeed be found. It is not to be taken

seriously. It is to serve only as a starting
point in the search for a plausible rationale
for the way deadly quarrels are distributed.

Suppose we tabulate the deadly-quarrel
deaths occurring throughout the period ex-
amined by Richardson (125 years) by class-
es according to their relevance to previous
deaths. Thus a murder, which we suppose
to have no relevance to a previous death of
this sort, would constitute the start of a new

class, while a death occurring in some war
would be classed with the other deaths of

the same war. This classification is analogous
to the classification of the word sample.
Each deadly quarrel corresponds to a word;
each of its deaths to the number of occur-
rences of that word; the number of deadly
quarrels of a given magnitude to the number
of different words with a given occurrence
frequency.

If we now suppose that the chance that
each successive death falls into a given cate-
gory (that is, belongs to a deadly quarrel of
a given class) is proportional to the total
number of deaths which have already oc-
curred in that class and also that there is a

constant probability that each successive

death will be unrelated to the previous ones
(i.e., a murder), we have essentially the

same accumulation process as the one which
is supposed to govern the accumulation of
word occurrences in a large sample.

There is one discrepancy, however. Char-
acteristic of the tabulation of deaths in a

deadly quarrel is the fact that the termina-
tion of the quarrel is defined by some exter-
nal criteria. For example, the end of the
Franco-Prussian War is taken at a certain

date. Thereafter, the occurrence of war

deaths is attributed to some other war. In

other words, whereas a word is considered
identical with all its occurrences regardless
of when it occurred, the deaths are tabu-

Fic. 2.-The horizontal scale extends from a

single person on the left to the population of
the world on the right. The three dots at the
left-hand top represent the murders. The short
horizontal lines represent the wars grouped by
magnitudes. One of these lines is dotted, because
it should be raised to an unknown height.

lated by when and where they occurred.
Time and place, not the nature of the deaths,
define a deadly quarrel. At this time, we
are not in a position to evaluate the serious-
ness of this discrepancy, and so we shall

simply pass it over. We want to see to what
extent a stochastic process previously de-

scribed for distributions of words in lan-
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guage samples and for a great variety of
other distributions (sizes of cities, numbers
of species in genera, etc.) can account for
the distributions of the deadly quarrels.
With this reservation in mind, let us ex-

amine Richardson’s distribution of deadly
quarrels by magnitude (Fig. 2). We note
that in the region of large-scale wars (av-
erage magnitudes 4-7), the slope of the line
is -1.50 (estimated by maximum-likelihood
method), while in the region of interpola-
tion, filled to connect the wars with the

murders, the slope is -2.38. The latter

value is consistent with the stochastic model

we have proposed, but the former is not.

This is because the stochastic model leads
to a distribution wherein the inverse power

We see, therefore, that the stochastic
model which has been successfully applied
to a great many phenomena to explain the
relation between magnitude and frequency
fails when applied to the statistics of deadly
quarrels, at least in the upper range. Far
from being discouraging, this failure should
be encouraging to future theoreticians who
may want to study this field. The exclusion
of large-scale deadly quarrels from the class
of processes explainable by rather simple
operations of the laws of chance (as other
various phenomena are reasonably ex-

plained) may lead to the discovery of some
specific or anomalous properties of this par-
ticular phenomenon (the genesis of deadly
quarrels).

TABLE 3

STATISTICS OF BANDITRY

(corresponding to the negative slope of the
line on log-log paper) is greater than 2. The
excess over 2 depends on the birth rate of
the new entities. Powers smaller than 2 can-
not be accounted for by this process. Simon
(op. cit. ) has shown, however, how powers
smaller than 2 can be accounted for. If, after
the total sample has reached a certain size,
there are no more &dquo;births,&dquo; it turns out that
the power is no longer constant but in-

creases with the magnitude of the quarrel.
In this case the &dquo;average&dquo; power can assume
any value greater than 1. Thus it may be
smaller than 2. But, for this model to fit, the
inverse power would have to become larger
for quarrels of larger magnitude, whereas
the graph shows the opposite. Moreover,
whereas in the word sample it is easy to

imagine the cessation of &dquo;births&dquo; (the author
has used up his vocabulary), the cessation
of &dquo;new&dquo; violence seems a most unrealistic

assumption in historical perspective.

There remains, of course, the possibility
that the small negative power ( -1.50 ) of
the distribution at the large end can be ex-
plained by taking into account the tabula-
tion we have mentioned, in which wars are
considered to have been terminated at spe-
cific dates. But this remains to be shown

theoretically. The question of the reason for
this anomaly remains open.

Let us now turn to another part of the
distribution, the range of the &dquo;middle&dquo;

quarrels, where the slope is supposedly
-2.38. Since the magnitude of the inverse
power is here greater than 2, it is conceiv-
able that the general stochastic process de-
scribed above is applicable in this range. As
we have said, this is the slope of a line
which serves as an interpolation between
wars and murders. The actual data on dead-

ly quarrels in this range are missing. But
another set of data provides an interesting
clue of what these values may be.
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In 1935 an extensive survey was made by
the Japanese on the bandit groups operating
in Manchuria (then Manchukuo). The sta-
tistics compiled are given in Table 3. Treat-
ing these data in the same way as the data
on deadly quarrels, we have a graph similar
to that of Figure 3. The variables related
here are, of course, different. But if one

makes the not unreasonable assumption that

Fic. 3

the number of dead in any bandit raid is,
on the average, proportional to the size of
the bandit group, the graph of the logarithm
of the number of dead against the logarithm
of the number of incidents, both per unit

range, will have exactly the same shape as
the corresponding graph of number of raids
versus size of bandit groups. (Since the
variables are logarithms, the constant of

proportionality introduces only an additive
constant into the linear relation.)
The slope of the line in Figure 3 is -2.29.

The interpolated slope for the medium

range of deadly quarrels was -2.38. The
question of whether this is a coincidence or
whether the Manchurian banditry data ac-
tually fill the gap and so make the linear

dependence of the logarithm of incidence

against the magnitudes of the deadly quar-
rels complete is, to say the least, an intri-

guing question.
To pursue this question, Richardson con-

siders another quite unrelated set of data,
namely, the Chicago gangs during the

period of their greatest florescence, the

1920’s. He exhibits Table 4. Treating these
data in the same way as those on the Man-

TABLE 4

churian bandits, he gets, for the slope of
the line analogous to those of Figures 2 and
3, the value -2.30, again in close corre-

spondence with the desired magnitude and
almost identical with that for Manchurian

bandits. Even the flattening of the curve at
the low-magnitude-high-incidence range is

duplicated by both the Manchurian and the
Chicago data. How are these findings to be
interpreted?

Richardson’s work is not widely known
and, to my knowledge, has not been criti-
cally discussed. There has been, however,
recently a discussion of another similar com-
pilation of data, primarily by G. Zipf. This
discussion was summarized elsewhere (3).
The broad outlines of this evaluation will be
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given here because they are pertinent to a
critical .discussion of Richardson’s work.
Two opposite positions have been taken

on the interpretation of the statistical regu-
larities noted by Zipf and others who have
compiled similar sets of data. One extreme
position was taken by Zipf himself. He

postulated an extremely general principle
operating in all human behavior, which he
called the &dquo;Principle of Least Effort&dquo; and

purported to show that the statistical regu-
larities governing the distribution of word

occurrences in language samples, the sizes

of cities, the distribution of incomes, of sizes
of firms, etc., are all deducible from the

operation of that principle.
It can be surmised from Zipf’s own re-

marks that the idea of the Principle of Least
Effort was inspired by the Principle of Least
Action in physics, which is a very general
formulation of the laws of both mechanics
and electrodynamics from which the behav-
ior of all mechanical and electrodynamic
systems may be deduced. But whereas the
deductions of methematical physics are de-
ductions in the strictest sense of the word,
that is, they are chains of reasoning leading
to compelling conclusions, Zipf’s arguments
are nothing of the kind. Indeed, Zipf’s at-

tempt to demonstrate the operation of a

general principle in large-scale human be-
havior must be considered a failure. How-

ever, this bringing together of masses of

statistical data and the raising of the ques-
tion about possible general principles under-
lying them remain positive achievements.
To Zipf, the determinism of large-scale

human behavior (mass behavior) seemed to
be of the &dquo;absolute&dquo; sort, akin to the deter-

minism of celestial mechanics or even more
-a teleological determinism, a trend toward
predestined ends. At the other extreme is a
view espoused by H. Simon, denying the
operation of &dquo;cosmic&dquo; principles in human
behavior. According to this view, the regu-

larities observed result from the operation
of the laws of chance. The regularities are
only steady states which are limiting states
of certain stochastic processes.
The well-known statistical distributions,

such as the normal distribution, are easily
deducible from a very large class of stochas-
tic processes. No one in our day would care
to insist that the normal distributions of
sizes of peas and of human beings and of
the deviation from the bull’s-eye in target
practice are consequences of teleological
forces of nature. Zipf’s distributions are typi-
cally limiting cases of the distributions de-
scribed above. They are called &dquo;logarithmic
normal,&dquo; that is, they are distributions of a
random variable whose logarithm is normal-
ly distributed. The &dquo;etiology&dquo; of such distri-
butions is as easy to account for as that of
the normal distribution. Whereas a normal
distribution of the values of a random vari-
able results if the variable suffers incre-

ments independently of its value, the loga-
rithmic normal distribution results if the in-

crements are suffered proportionately to the
absolute value of the variable. Thus it is not

surprising that sizes of cities are approxi-
mately logarithmic normally distributed if
we make the assumption that both incre-
ments and decrements of population will be
proportional to the populations and if we

wait long enough for the steady state to be
established.

There is an intermediate view between

that of Zipf and that of Simon. B. Mandel-
brot, in attempting to explain the observed
word-frequency distributions, postulated an
&dquo;optimization principle,&dquo; according to which
the amount of information transmitted by
each word in a large sample of verbal out-
put is maximized while the average &dquo;cost&dquo;

per word is kept constant. What this &dquo;cost&dquo;

(presumably the cost of transmission or of
decoding) may be is immaterial to the the-
ory and hence gives credence to its general-
ity. To be sure, Mandelbrot did not go any-
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where near so far as Zipf did. He has con-
fined his attention to a particular aspect of
human behavior-communication, governing
which he postulated a reasonable, long-
range optimizing principle. The main virtue
of Mandelbrot’s approach, however, is not
so much the reasonableness of his modest

hypothesis as the genuineness of the deduc-
tions. His arguments are indeed mathemati-
cal, and thus the conclusions must stand or
fall with the premises. No accusation of non
sequitur can be brought against such a

theory.
The question now arises whether the

argument about the presence or absence of
an optimization principle (or, equivalently,
of a maximization or minimization prin-
ciple) is not really only a verbal argument
wherever statistical regularities are con-

cerned. If the reader will be patient with a

digression, I will make my meaning clear.

Only two genuine kinds of &dquo;force&dquo; (as
force is defined in mechanics) are known:

gravitational and electrostatic.2 Intuitively,
&dquo;force&dquo; is felt to be something which
&dquo;creates motion.&dquo; This intuitive feeling does
not quite coincide with the definition of

physical forces. The latter are defined as

something responsible for changes in mo-
tion. However, there is a situation where the
intuitive notion and the rigorous definition
coincide. If a body is constrained, then a
force acting upon it would be &dquo;that which

causes motion&dquo; if the constraint were re-

moved.
Now the determinism of mechanics and

electrodynamics can be thought of as the
certainty that a force acting on a constrained
body is always such that, if the constraint

were removed, the body would move in the
direction of smaller potential energy (would

start trading its potential energy for kinetic).
There are other such situations where the

direction of change upon removal of con-
straints can be definitely predicted. If the

constraining walls of a vessel suddenly
break, any gas contained therein will ex-

pand ; if a partition is removed between two
gases, the gases will diffuse through each
other. But the forces associated with this

type of predicted direction of change are
not the &dquo;pure&dquo; forces, as the gravitational
and electrostatic forces are. The determin-

ism observed is rather the determinism of

large numbers. The regularity of observed
changes is statistical regularity.

It is quite permissible, however, to talk
about diffusion pressure, osmotic pressure,
etc., as if they were forces and to enter them
so into equations. The physicist is used to

working with equations containing forces,
and he is glad when natural phenomena can
be described in such terms.

Let us now pass to biology. The biologist
often speaks of &dquo;pressures&dquo; operating on

populations-for example, the pressure of

mutation or the pressure of selection. The

demographer, too, sometimes talks of pres-
sures of increasing populations. It is con-

venient to employ such terms, and, if such

pressures can be expressed as &dquo;forcelike&dquo;

variables entering equations of mathematical
models, much can sometimes be gained in
the construction of a theory. It is clear,
however, that the directional trends result-

ing from such pressures are only statistical
trends and not deterministic ones, such as
those resulting from the operation of &dquo;pure&dquo;
forces. The equations of mechanical equilib-
rium and those of a statistical steady state
may look similar on paper, but the physical
reality underlying each is quite different.

Let us now return to the argument con-

cerning the nature of the &dquo;reality&dquo; underly-
ing various statistical distributions. Zipf and
other teleologists talked as if this &dquo;reality&dquo; is

2 Other, seemingly unrelated, forces are as-

sumed to be operating within atomic nuclei. A
clear understanding of these forces is still lack-

ing.
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akin to the operation of &dquo;real&dquo; forces. Statis-

ticians prefer to insist that the underlying
&dquo;reality&dquo; consists of stochastic processes. To
the extent that both can describe phenom-
ena successfully, both these assumed &dquo;reali-
ties&dquo; can, of course, map on the same set
of equations, and, to the extent that both

sets describe the events with equal accu-
racy, there is no deciding between the two
kinds of theory on that level of verification.

Is this, then, all there is to it? Is the argu-
ment only an argument about the way to
use language? In a way, yes; but different
uses of language have different conse-

quences. The statistician, in keeping his
attention on the stochastic process, avoids

falling into mysticism. Thus the statistical

interpretation of evolution and adaptation
&dquo;debunks&dquo; the teleological props which in
pre-Darwinian days (and to some extent to-
day with many philosophers and even biolo-
gists) were considered necessary to explain
the predominantly unidirectional history of
life. Lamarckianism is now held by most
biologists to be a delusion. On the other

hand, the theoretician who persists in talk-
ing about directional trends and in giv-
ing them names may get hold of important
theoretical constructs indispensable for a

good theory. The classical example is the

notion of entropy in thermodynamics. Even
after it has been shown that the trend to-

ward greater entropy in isolated systems is

only a statistical trend, the result of an un-
derlying stochastic process, the usefulness of
the entropy concept has not diminished. It
remains a central notion in thermodynamics
and in physical chemistry.
The entropy concept is not derivable from

classical deterministic physics (mechanics
and electrodynamics). Its only connecting
link with unified physical theory is via the
theory of probability. Similarly, the seeker
for trends in different types of behaving
systems must reckon with a loss of firm foot-

ing in a unified theory. He may discover
&dquo;laws&dquo; of behaving systems which are not
linkable to a unified view of nature through
any known deterministic laws. Both the ro-

mantically inclined and the strictly empiri-
cally oriented investigator will not be dis-
turbed by this disconnectedness. Each will
gladly accept laws of living organisms and
of larger organized aggregates as peculiar to
specific levels of organization. Goethe, for

example, who was not quite, but almost, a
scientist and certainly a philosopher of sci-
ence, was rather elated by the striking dif-
ferences between living and non-living mat-
ter.3

One who would pursue theoretical unity
must take another view. He eschews the

recognition of laws governing special behav-
ing systems unless these laws can be shown
as consequences of some unifying principle.
The theory of probability has been the
most promising such principle so far. It has

already linked the laws of thermodynamics
to those of mechanics. It has explained away
the apparent teleological foundations of evo-
lution. Hence the statistician’s skepticism of
postulated &dquo;cosmic principles&dquo;: so much can
be done with the laws of chance that the in-

ventors of &dquo;cosmic principles&dquo; don’t know

about.

There need be no quarrel between the
statistician and the organismically oriented
investigator of large-scale systems if (1) the
latter recognizes that his &dquo;principles&dquo; are

only names given to certain statistical trends
and (2) the former recognizes the heuristic
value of giving names to statistical trends,
thus promoting them to theoretical con-

structs. There is, of course, always a possi-
..... -.. --.. --- - -... -- --- - --- --------- --- ------------.. - --- - --.. --..

3 Cf. Mephistopheles’ complaint:
"And ever circulates the newer, fresher blood.
It makes me furious, such things beholding.
From Water, Earth, and Air unfolding
A thousand germs break forth and grow."
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bility that entirely new &dquo;real&dquo; forces or

principles may be discovered, such as the
vitalists hope for. So far, the search has not
been successful. One of the difficulties is the
lack of criteria for recognizing such new
principles when and if they are found.

If the purely heuristic value of organis-
mic principles is granted and their &dquo;as-if-
ness&dquo; recognized, the organismic investigator
and the statistician can work hand in hand.
Provisional citizenship can be granted to

new concepts as they are postulated. The
statistician’s job remains in &dquo;explaining these
concepts away.&dquo;
We return to Richardson’s interpretation

of the relations between size and frequency
of occurrence of deadly quarrels, on the one
hand, and between the size and the fre-

quency of bandit raids and gangs, on the
other. He chooses for his unifying principle
&dquo;aggregation for aggression,&dquo; under which
he naturally subsumes both the Manchurian
bandit raids and the organization of the Chi-
cago gangs. He postulates a &dquo;general law&dquo;

governing the formation of such aggrega-
tions and their activity and cites as evidence
the almost exactly equal slopes of the regres-
sion lines discussed above. If such a general
law is granted, it is only a step to a general
law governing deadly quarrels, if one as-

sumes the number of victims proportional to
the sizes of the aggressive groups. Further
evidence in this direction is provided by the
closeness of the slopes extrapolated from
wars to murders to the slopes governing
aggressive groupings.
How good is the evidence of a general

law governing the formation and activity of
aggressive groups? We have seen that the
middle range of the frequency versus magni-
tude graph can be accounted for by a sto-
chastic process of the sort suspected to be
operating in very many extremely varied

situations where certain probabilities govern
the successive increments or decrements

suffered by classes. The coincidence of the
parameters governing the distribution of

Manchurian raids and Chicago gangs is im-
pressive, as is the circumstance that this

value fits into the interpolation between
wars and murders. Still, the specificity of
this parameter for &dquo;organization for aggres-
sion,&dquo; as Richardson puts it, can at this stage
have no more than the status of a hypothe-
sis. The analysis of a supposed underlying
stochastic process reveals that, at least in

the distribution of gang sizes, the parameter
is directly connected to the birth rate of the
gangs.

However, a valuable by-product of

Richardson’s investigation emerges. If the

slope in question is indeed symptomatic of
&dquo;organization for aggression,&dquo; slopes charac-
teristic of other types of organization should
be different. Why not compile similar data
on many organizations ranging from juvenile
gangs to bird watchers’ clubs and see

whether classification by the values of the
slope makes any sense as related to classifi-
cation by some sociological criterion?

Finally, the examination of the supposed
stochastic process shows that the slope is

not a free parameter. As we have said, it is
related to some &dquo;birth rate&dquo; and can be cal-

culated from it. If data on such birth rates
are obtained, the distributions lose all de-

grees of freedom. If they still fit the data,
the argument that they are nothing more
than products of laws of chance is practically
conclusive. If not, &dquo;teleological&dquo; hypotheses
of the sort Richardson makes still merit some
attention.

Let us now look at the extreme small-

magnitude end of the scale, involving dead-
ly quarrels of one, two, and three victims.
Here data again become available in murder
statistics. As we have ali eady pointed out,
Richardson estimates the relative frequen-
cies of the one-, two-, and three-victim cases
on the basis of extremely meager evidence.
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But we are not concerned here with the

validity of the data. We are only comment-
ing on the possible methods applicable to

the evaluation of such data on theoretical

grounds when and if such data become
available.
We must now point out that the inverse-

power formula of the frequency versus mag-
nitude distribution derived from the sto-

chastic process is only an approximation. It
holds good for large magnitudes but not for
small ones. There is, however, another

formula (involving the so-called &dquo;beta func-

tion&dquo;) which is exact and applies to the en-
tire distribution. This function allows the
calculation of the theoretical relative fre-

quencies of the one-, two-, and three-victim
quarrels, once the inverse power of the ap-
proximate formula is known. For the value
of the inverse power -2.3 (which is the

supposed slope of the line for the middle
magnitudes), the ratio of single-victim to

double-victim quarrels should be somewhat
smaller than 3~, while the ratio of double-
victim to triple-victim quarrels should be
somewhat larger than 2. From Richardson’s
data, these ratios turn out to be about 5:4: 1,
that is, with a strong bias in favor of the
two-victim affair. The paucity of the data
warrants no conclusion, but the bias is in the
direction one would expect if a compulsion
of one-to-one retribution were operating. At
any rate, the method illustrates the useful-
ness of the null hypothesis. One calculates
the theoretical expectations on the basis of
some reasonable stochastic process, notes

the departure from the expectation, and

thus obtains a toe hold for speculation about
the possible underlying causes.

Richardson in his statistical study of dead-
ly quarrels was content to gather the data
and to describe them quantitatively in an

entirely empirical manner. He did, however,
raise the question of whether the consistency
of the slope for the interpolated middle-

magnitude quarrels with the distribution of
gangs was indicative of some characteristic
of &dquo;organization for aggression.&dquo; Having
examined his data in the light of a stochastic
model proposed elsewhere for a variety of
frequency versus magnitude distributions,
we see that the stochastic model cannot ac-

count for the whole picture. The stochastic
model fits best for the interpolated range,
which coincides with the size distribution of

gangs. Whether or not similar reasoning can
be extended to fit the larger wars and the
very small deadly quarrels is an open ques-
tion. Possibly real discontinuities exist,
which must be accounted for by other than
statistical considerations. At any rate, the

chief merit of this work (apart from bring-
ing to light a wealth of data, which may be
used in future work in other theoretical ap-

proaches) seems to be in its potentialities
for raising interesting theoretical questions.

III. Etiology of Deadly Quarrels
The temptation to look for lineal cause-

effect relations, especially where events vital
to our survival are involved, always persists.
Such has been the case in medicine. Such is

the case in the field yet unnamed (irenics?)
which is concerned with the etiology of con-
flict and with the methods of resolving them.
The more mature view, to which all serious

investigators are driven sooner or later, is

that there is no single cause of any complex
phenomenon. In giving a class of events a
name (like &dquo;war&dquo; or &dquo;cancer&dquo;) we tend to
think of the whole class as an entity, whose

&dquo;origin&dquo; is some other such category. Where
controlled experiments are possible, at least
some manipulable causes may be dis-

covered. Where there is no opportunity for
controlled experiment, one is reduced to a

search for correlations. Established correla-
tions are a much weaker result than estab-
lished manipulable causes. But the converse
of this proposition also holds, namely, the
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absence of correlations disqualifies pretty
definitely the causal status of either of the
uncorrelated events. (Exceptions may exist
when the effect of some variable is thor-

oughly camouflaged by the effects of others
or where the zero correlation results from a

phase lag.)
In this spirit Richardson proceeds to

examine the claims made for various &dquo;paci-
fiers&dquo; of deadly quarrels (8). A &dquo;pacifier&dquo;
is a condition whose presence makes the

outbreak of a deadly quarrel less likely or
its termination more likely. Hence the dis-

covery of pacifiers would be a step toward
the clarification of the etiology of conflicts,
just as the discovery of an alleviating agent
for a disease (for example, vitamins) is

sometimes helpful for understanding the

etiology of the disease. We might say in

passing that, although the discovery of cures
may seem of greater significance than the
discovery of the sources of disease, the lat-
ter type of knowledge carries the greatest
payoff in the long run. However, in the
case of war, as in the case of any scourge
which has become unbearable, more effort
is directed toward the search for cures than

toward the search for causes.

Here is a list of pacifiers, offered at various
times and compiled by Richardson:

1. Distraction by sports.-When baseball
chases war threats off the front pages, some

may scoff at the frivolity of public interest,
but it may be a sign of healthy absence of
war-mindedness. If symptom and cause are

interchangeable (as some behaviorists some-
times maintain), deliberate distraction of

this sort may be of use. Richardson doubts

that such distractions could be maintained

permanently.
2. Hating a different group of people.-

While conceding that this method may be
pragmatically sound in deflecting hatreds,
Richardson points out that it is hardly con-

ducive toward pacifying the world as a

whole.
3. Directing hatred inward.-This sort of

displacement was suggested in 1947 by C.
G. Jung. Richardson professes respect for

this view but does not pursue its implica-
tions. It can also be argued, however, that
such a program, if achievable, would be

highly dangerous. Some psychologists and
psychiatrists (for example, E. Fromm and
B. Chisholm) have held that self-hatred re-

sulting from guilt feelings is a most com-

mon source of aggression.
4. Armed strength.-This is the &dquo;official&dquo;

view in the United States, to the extent that
an official view can be said to exist in a non-
totalitarian state. That it has a de facto, if

not a de jure, existence may be noted from
the fact that it may not be opposed or even
questioned in any context which is likely to
result in a broad dissemination of the mes-

sage. That is to say, while it is perfectly
permissible to question the efficacy of armed
strength in preventing wars in journals like
Conflict Resolution, in sermons, etc., it is not
possible to challenge this view in mass

media except, perhaps, in the context of a
formal debate, where the minority is clearly
labeled and explicit. It is not possible to
present the opposing view in mass media
implicitly, for example, via a short story in a
mass-circulation magazine, in a film, in a

television serial, or the like. The subject of
national defense is held by the censors of
the mass media to be as sacred a subject as
the FBI or monogamy.
To the efficacy of armed strength as a

pacifier, Richardson applies the mildest test,
that of testing for simple correlation. Quite
aside from the question of whether armed
strength is a predominant factor in the pre-
vention of wars, it is instructive to see

whether its influence is at all discernible.
Richardson plots the armed dead percentage
of the population (presumably some
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measure of the suffering undergone by a
nation resulting from war) against its pre-
paredness, measured in the prewar &dquo;de-

fense&dquo; expenditures in pounds sterling per
head per year. Absolutely no correlation,
positive or negative, is discernible in his

plot. It can be argued, of course, that

Richardson’s indexes are not the right ones,
but the fact remains that no better ones

have been examined in his time.

Richardson has a great deal more to say
on this subject of armed strength as a deter-
rent to war and, in the same connection, on
the role of international trade. His treatment
will be discussed in the next section.

5. Collective security.-According to this
view, it is possible in any conflict between
nations to identify an &dquo;aggressor,&dquo; where-
upon a coalition of nations automatically
forms to overwhelm the aggressor with

superior strength. Armed strength must, of
course, also play a part in this sort of pro-
phylactic. But, whereas the simple armed
strength of alliances is interpreted as a

threat by the state against which the alli-
ances are formed, in the collective security
system, until the aggressor is identified,
there is no specific enemy.

Richardson dismisses collective security
on the basis of no precedent. Statistics of
wars show that predominantly they were
( 1820-1929 ) of the one versus one type.
Admittedly, this is a weak argument. If &dquo;no

precedent&dquo; is to be taken seriously, then the
search for effective prophylactics or paci-
fiers against deadly quarrels is futile. In
view of the flexibility of the term &dquo;aggres-
sion&dquo; (thanks to the flexibility of the term
&dquo;self-defense&dquo;), collective security does not
seem a hopeful solution; but so far the

argument for or against it cannot be ade-

quately defended by any objective data.
6. Fewer frontiers.-In one of his studies,

Richardson calculates the correlations be-
tween the number of frontiers which a state

has and the number of external wars it has

waged. The correlation is 0.77. Another

promising lead. &dquo;But of course,&dquo; Richardson
remarks, perhaps wryly, &dquo;frontiers are not

easily altered.&dquo;
7. Intermarriage.-Richardson claims that

frequency of intermarriage qualifies as a

pacifying influence on the populations
which intermarry and cites examples, with-
out, however, any quantitative or statistical
support. The identification of &dquo;cause&dquo; and
&dquo;effect&dquo; in the relation between intermar-

riage and alleged deficiency of conflict is, of
course, difficult in the absence of opportuni-
ties for controlled experiment. Richardson,
however, argues stoutly for intermarriage as
an effective pacifier.

8. Common language and common reli-

gion.-Here the results are not consistent.

Richardson concludes that in China there is
evidence that common language (or reli-

gion) might have acted as a pacifier. The
common possession of the Spanish language,
on the other hand, seems to have had the

opposite effect. The results are not, of

course, to be taken seriously. In China vast
areas were organized for long periods under
common governments. Latin America, where

Spanish is predominantly spoken, is a crazy
quilt of small sovereign states. Nevertheless,
these same political facts may reveal some-
thing about the role of language and reli-

gion in promoting rivalry and organized con-
flict within the groups which are the bearers
of the languages and religions in question.
If the Spanish language and militant Cathol-
icism were antipacifying influences, they
may have been partially responsible for the
political disunity of Spanish America (as
contrasted with Anglo-America) and thus

indirectly for the prevalence of strife.
Besides intermarriage, whose effects

Richardson does not treat mathematically,
Richardson views international trade and

loyalty to common government as the most
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pacifying influences. The theory which

treats of international trade will be dis-

cussed in the next section dealing with arms
races. We conclude the present section with
an account of Richardson’s statistical ap-

proach to the role of common government.
The question posed by Richardson is the

following: Is allegiance to a common gov-
ernment a pacifier? If so, how can such paci-
fying effect be deduced statistically? One
could begin by counting all deadly quarrels
among opponents who owe or have owed

allegiance to a common government (for
example, civil wars) and compare the num-
ber with the number of international con-
flicts. But such a comparison would have no
statistical significance unless the expected
numbers (on the basis of the null hypothesis
that the pacifier does not exist) could be
estimated. Accordingly, Richardson under-
takes the construction of a mathematical
model based on such a null hypothesis.

Noting that some wars have been partly
civil and partly international, he prefers to
count not wars but pairs of opponents, civil,
foreign contiguous (with common bound-
ary) and foreign non-contiguous. The result
is Table 5. There is thus a regular gradation.
As the magnitude of deadly quarrels de-

creases, the ratio of the pairs of civil op-

ponents to total pairs increases. Murders are,
of course, practically all instances of &dquo;civil

deadly quarrels&dquo; because of the proximity of
the opponents. By extension of the argu-
ment, it can be concluded that the deadly
quarrels of smaller magnitude would be
more predominantly of the civil type. Turn-
ing the argument around, one can assume
that geographical contiguity provides oppor-
tunity for strife. This assumption is corrobo-
rated by the high correlation between the
number of external wars waged by a state
and the number of its frontiers (0.77), men-
tioned above. Therefore, for a construction
of a null hypothesis concerning the effect of

common government as a pacifier, it is

necessary to find some measure of oppor-
tunity for conflict provided by geographical
contiguity.
The idea is to count the instances of fight-

ing among those who could have fought.
The magnitudes of the quarrels and the
populations involved must also somehow
enter the calculations. This is an extremely
difficult matter. The assumptions which
Richardson finally offers are admittedly
crude and rather farfetched. Only one thing
can be said in their favor, which must under

TABLE 5

DEADLY QUARRELS, OF TYPE &dquo;ONE VERSUS
ONE,&dquo; THAT ENDED ANYWHERE IN THE
WORLD FROM l8tO TO 1945 INCLUSIVE

the circumstances be decisive: they are the
only assumptions that anyone has ever of-
fered as a starting point of an effort to

evaluate objectively (that is, statistically)
the possible pacifying effects of allegiance
to a common government.
The first task is to compute some norm

governing the extent of fighting in a war.
One measure is the number of war dead
reckoned as a percentage of the population
involved. Data on nations defeated show

that, overwhelmingly, the war dead fall
between 0.5 and 4 per cent of their popula-
tions. Since the number of war dead of the

winning side is of comparable magnitude
and so are the populations, a crude estimate
of the range of war dead is between 1 and
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10 per cent of the defeated side. This result

can be summarized in the following equa-
tion (4):

Here is the magnitude of the conflict, and
h is the population of the defeated side. The
smaller the j, the more severe the war in
terms of war dead (sine is subtracted
from the logarithm of the population). Data

Fic. 4.-Casualties and defeat

collected by Richardson are shown in

Figure 4. Each circle is a war. If equation
( II ) were entirely valid, all the circles would
fall between the two j-lines. The regression
line representing equation ( II ) would be any
line parallel to these and falling between
them. Departures indicate the operation of
biases. We note, first, that the departures
are predominantly in the direction of milder
wars (in terms of the percentage of dead)
at the smaller-magnitude scale. If, taking
this bias into account, we draw a regression
line with a slope of less than 45°, we may
suspect the operation of a local pacifying
influence. That is, the greater the geograph-
ical proximity among the opponents (pre-

dominantly the case in civil wars), the

milder the war.
The bulk of the theoretical investigation

on the existence of local pacifiers takes two
different directions. One has to do with the

frequency and magnitude of conflicts be-

tween powers in various degrees of con-

tiguity (for example, insular naval powers,
coastal powers, landlocked powers, etc.).
The other direction is an attempt to com-

pare the extent of civil and international

fighting on the basis of the &dquo;fighting oppor-
tunities&dquo; as presently described. It is this

model which can justifiably draw the accu-
sation of extreme naivet6, but, as we have

already pointed out, it is the only one of its
kind offered, at least to our knowledge.

Choose a historical interval and a range
of magnitude of wars. Let the entire popu-
lation of the globe be partitioned into sub-
populations (cells) of four classes: (a)
those that had prior governments in com-
mon and fought one another; ( b ) those that
had prior separate governments and fought
one another; (c) those that had prior gov-
ernments in common and did not fight one
another; (d) those that had prior separate
governments and did not fight one another.
The idea is to count the number of cells in
each class and to compare these numbers
with other numbers derived on the basis of
some null hypothesis.
The question is how to determine the sub-

populations. Here is where Richardson
makes the most simple-minded assumption
imaginable. He divides the populated areas
into hexagonal cells like a honeycomb and
modifies the cells so as to satisfy the follow-
ing criteria: (i) each cell is to contain the
same number of persons, h; ( ii ) at most,
three cells are to meet at a point; (iii) no
cell is to surround another completely; (iv)
national frontiers are to lie in the edges of
cells; and (v) each cell is to be &dquo;homo-

platous,&dquo; i.e., roughly as broad as it is long.
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The purpose of some of these restrictions
is not clear. At any rate, the &dquo;cellulation&dquo;

was carried out and showed the following
results concerning the ratio of the number
of cell edges within nations to the number
of cell edges between nations. The idea is

that these cell edges are the a priori con-
ceivable opportunities for fighting (as if

imaginary boundaries were drawn more or
less at random) within states, separating
populations of equal magnitude. As is to be
expected, the finer the mesh, the greater will
be the ratio of intra-national edges to the
international edges. Now let s be the num-
ber of cells; C the number of cell edges
within nations; F the number of cell edges

value is still unknown. The test of the null

hypothesis will be via the x2 method, and l
will enter the expression for 2 and there-

fore must be calculated. We shall presently
see how Richardson gets around this diffi-

culty. He is now ready to compare history
with geography, that is, the actual fraction

TABLE 6

GEOGRAPHICAL FAC’1’S: SUMMARY OF WORLD
TOTAL OF CELLS AND EDGES AT

MIDDLE OF 1910

TABLE 7

COMPARISON OF HISTORY WITH GEOGRAPHY, YEARS 18Q0-1945, INCLUSIVE

between nations; B the number of cell edges
to the sea, polar ice, or desert. The actual
numbers are shown in Table 6.
We now have an estimate of (a+ b) /

(c + d), that is, the ratio of population
groups who have governments in common
to those who have not: it is C/F. We can
therefore write

where r is a parameter to be determined. A
rather tortuous argument, which we shall
not reproduce here leads Richardson to an
estimate of , namely,

where the T’s are the limits of the time in-
terval chosen and the At’s are the limits of
the range of magnitudes of the wars chosen,
while 0 is a coefficient whose numerical

of civil to foreign wars fought in relation to
the opportunities provided by contiguity.
These opportunities are calculated for vari-
ous values of severity, measured by the
parameter j, which was defined above

(Table 7).
A glance at the table indicates that, for

magnitude around 5, a/b lies between the
extremes of C/F, so that one might conclude
that the actual fighting was distributed be-
tween civil and foreign in about the ratio of
their respective geographical opportunities.
On the contrary, the smaller wars show a
different picture: the actual a/b is consider-
ably less than that expected on the basis of
opportunities provided. The tentative con-
clusion is, to quote Richardson, that &dquo;for

magnitudes less than 4.5 there must have
been some influence which repressed civil

fighting relatively to foreign fighting.&dquo;
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It remains to validate this conclusion by
a test of significance. Assuming that the

apparent contingency has arisen by chance
alone, the assumption is tested in the usual
manner by calculating

and by comparing with its distribution for

one degree of freedom. Substituting equa-
tion (III) in equation (V), we obtain x2
in terms of a, b, C, F, and T. All these

parameters are known with the exception
of T. Here Richardson is again forced into a
roundabout argument involving data on

wars between contiguous landlocked powers.
On the basis of that argument (to the de-
tails of which the interested reader is re-

ferred to the original source[s] ) Richardson
concludes that a may be neglected in com-
parison with C, and b in comparison with F.
When this is done, T may be canceled in the
numerator and the denominator of equation
(V), and x is expressed in terms of known
parameters alone, namely,

Richardson then computes the value of X2,
taking the data for i = 1, = 2, and = 3.
He notes that, for magnitudes around 4 and
for = 3, the conclusion is not significant.
The value of j is, however, uncertain, and 2 is
a much more likely value than either 1 or 3.
If the data for = 2 are taken, XZ in the
magnitude range 4 -L ~, turns out to be 22,
and P ( X2) is zero to six places. On that
basis, for magnitudes around 4 an attempted
explanation by chance is utterly incredible.
What Richardson has shown is that if any

contiguous pair of geographical regions is to
be considered as a pair of potential oppo-
nents, then the probability that they will
have fought in a war of average severity is
immensely larger if the boundary that sepa-

rates them is an international boundary. At
first sight, Richardson’s method may seem to
be a grotesque circumlocution, culminating
in the proof of an utterly self-evident result.
On the other hand, it must not be forgotten
that civil wars are about as common as inter-

national ones. We tend to think more in

terms of international wars, because they
are treated more extensively in history
books and because during the last genera-
tion or two the acute social problems posed
by war have been thought of in terms of
international conflicts. The result obtained

by Richardson is due not to the scarcity of
civil wars but to a comparison of the occur-
rence of such wars with the &dquo;opportunities&dquo;
for their occurrence.
The weakest link in this argument is the

definition of &dquo;opportunity.&dquo; While Richard-
son’s definition in terms of geographical
contiguity is plausible in the context of in-
ternational conflict, it can hardly be held to
be plausible in the context of civil war.

Only occasionally are civil wars fought on
a regional basis, as the American Civil War.
Most civil wars involve clashes of interests

not determined by geographical boundaries,
for instance, class interests, religious alia-
tions, and political loyalties. True, in the
actual fighting, geographical regions will
be captured by opposing groups, but these
regions can hardly be expected, even rough-
ly, to divide the actual opponents. On this
basis Richardson’s method of subdividing
the world into a meshwork of potential op-
ponents has little meaning. However, the

basic methodological idea, namely, compar-
ing the incidence and extent of conflict with
the opportunities for conflict with a view of
discovering biases either positive or nega-
tive which make for departures of what is
observed from what is expected on the basis
of a null hypothesis, is a sound one. For its
meaningful implementation, we must have
a more meaningful classification of the
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world population into potentially hostile

groups. Such a classification is presumably
the job of sociology. The necessity of inter-
disciplinary co-operation in such projects is
thus clearly indicated. So long as single
workers must take it upon themselves to do

the whole job, defects of the kind that mar
much of Richardson’s work will be unavoid-
able.

IV. The Mathematics of Arms
Races (6)

Let us now follow Richardson’s method

in building a model to represent the rela-
tion between two nations, each determined
to defend itself against a possible attack by
the other. Each nation considers the possi-
bility of attack quite real and, reasonably
enough, bases its apprehensions on the
readiness of the other to wage war. If the

other did not remain in the state of readi-

ness, there would not be any cause of appre-
hension. All this has a familiar ring, espe-
cially when put into the language of a polit-
ical speech. Richardson introduces the de-
fense minister of Jedesland, who speaks thus
in A.D. 1937:

The intentions of our country are entirely
pacific. We have given ample evidence of this
by the treaties which we have recently concluded
with our neighbors. Yet, when we consider the
state of unrest in the world at large and the
menaces by which we are surrounded, we should
be failing in our duty as a Government if we did
not take adequate steps to increase the defenses
of our beloved land.

The problem now is to translate the minis-
ter’s remarks into mathematics. He said

something about the dependence of the ne-
cessity of increasing the defenses on the &dquo;un-
rest of the world,&dquo; which is all too often a

diplomatic euphemism meaning the state of
war readiness of Andersland, the neighbor
of Jedesland. The first rule in the construc-
tion of a mathematical model is to be

simple-minded. There will be time enough
to become more sophisticated when the in-
adequacy of the simple-minded assumptions
has been demonstrated. The question is how
simple-minded can one get? Richardson

thinks it is sufficiently simple-minded to take
the minister’s recommendations literally: the
more &dquo;unrest&dquo; ( read the greater the pre-

paredness of Andersland), the greater
should be the rate of increase of prepared-
ness in Jedesland, and proportionality is the
simplest such relation. Accordingly, what
the defense minister has said is

where x is the state of readiness (the war

potential) of Jedesland and y the corre-

sponding quantity in Andersland. The con-
stant k is the &dquo;defense coefficient.&dquo; It tells

how an increase in a unit of war potential of
Andersland should step up the rate of in-

crease of this potential in Jedesland.
The next simple-minded assumption to

make is that the defense minister of Anders-
land feels exactly the same way about Jedes-
land. Accordingly, we write

What would happen if these feelings were
translated into actual accumulation of arma-
ments ? Here we have a system which can be

completely (that is, dynamically) solved:
x and y are given as functions of time:

Here A and B depend on the levels of the
war potentials which the two countries start
with. If these happen to have been equal,
that is, initially (at t = 0 ) x = y, then
B = 0, and both potentials increase at the
same exponential rate indefinitely.
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Admittedly, this is only a model. Nothing
in the real world increases indefinitely. Yet
it is possible to interpret such an &dquo;explosion&dquo;
as a state of affairs leading to war. Certain-
ly, there is some historical evidence which
correlates runaway armament races and

wars. But let us proceed to make the model
somewhat more realistic. We have taken

only a single step, with which, according to
a Chinese proverb, every journey of 10,000
li must begin.

So let us introduce a restraining effect on
the accumulation of armaments. Suppose,
again pursuing the policy of simple-minded-
ness, that a restraint on the rate of accumu-
lation has an effect proportional to the war
potential already attained. The equations
become

which can be interpreted in various ways.
The coef&cients k and l, as before, signify an
incentive to accumulation of armaments be-
cause of the strength of the opponent. The
coefficients and #, on the other hand,
have the opposite effect, either fatigue and
cost consciousness or else a reassuring effect
of one’s own strength.

But do armaments depend only on arma-
ments, as the equations seem to imply? Let
us hear a real (instead of a composite)
statesman on the subject. Richardson quotes
Mr. L. S. Amery, M.P., who, commenting
on Sir Edward Grey’s opinions concerning
the role of armaments in armament races,
said on July 20, 1936, in the House of Com-
mons :

With all respect to the memory of an eminent
statesman, I believe that statement to be entirely
mistaken. The armaments were only the symp-
toms of the conflict of ambitions and ideals, of
those nationalist forces, which created the war.

The war was brought about because Serbia,
Italy, Rumania, passionately desired the incor-
poration in their states of territories which at
that time belonged to the Austrian Empire and
which the Austrian Government were not pre-
pared to abandon without a struggle. France was
prepared if the opportunity ever came to make
an effort to recover Alsace-Lorraine. It was in
those facts, in those insoluble conflicts of ambi-
tions and not in the armaments themselves that
the cause of the war lay.

Here we have, then, a debate. What

&dquo;causes&dquo; wars? Sir Edward Grey thought
armaments caused wars, and so did Thucydi-
des over 2,000 years earlier, as he wrote:

&dquo;The real unavowed cause [of the Pelopon-
nesian War] I believe to have been the

growth of Athenian power, which terrified
the Lacaedemonians and forced them into

war.&dquo;

Mr. Amery thinks otherwise. He believes
grievances and passions cause wars, of

which armaments are only symptoms. The
lineal subject-predicate structure of our

languages does our thinking for us. &dquo;What

causes wars?&dquo; we ask. The sentence has the

same grammatical structure as &dquo;What is

this?&dquo; The answer to the latter question is

expected to be unequivocal. &dquo;This is a pear&dquo;
or &dquo;This is a necktie.&dquo; Obviously a &dquo;this&dquo;

(an answer to a &dquo;what&dquo;) cannot be both a

pear and a necktie. Somewhere in the back

of our minds is a similar attitude toward the
identification of &dquo;causes.&dquo; The answer to

&dquo;What causes wars?&dquo; (or cancer or divorce
or juvenile delinquency) is likewise ex-

pected to be a one-word answer. We usually
disavow such expectations, but they lurk
behind every polemic concerning causes.
The mathematician’s grammar is of a dif-

ferent sort. His systems usually represent
relations between every pair of variables in
his set. He starts out by putting down a
fairly complete set of relations for a given
set of variables and can work his way either

down to simpler systems by eliminating
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some dependencies or up to more compli-
cated ones by adding relations or variables.
Accordingly, the mathematician can satisfy
both Sir Edward Grey’s sentiments and Mr.
Amery’s by writing

Now we have three different effects on
the rate of accumulation of armaments-the

positive effect of the strength of the other,
the negative effect of one’s own strength,
and the effects of &dquo;grievances&dquo; g and h pre-
sumably operating independently, as Mr.

Amery would have it. To satisfy Mr. Amery’s
conception, one would set k, a, l, and 13 =

0; to satisfy Sir Edward Grey’s, one would
set g and h = 0. But it is instructive to con-
sider the behavior of the whole system with-
out committing one’s self to any particular
values of the parameters.

Let us do so. We note, first, that there are
two straight lines in (x, y) space, along which
both dx/dt and dy/dt are zero. The meaning
of these lines is the following. For any given
value of y (the state of armament of Anders-
land) there is a value of x (the state of
armaments of Jedesland ) , which Jedesland
considers consistent with her security, its

sense of what she can afford, and her degree
of animosity toward Andersland for other
reasons. The set of these points is deter-

mined by the equation of the straight line
ky - a x + g = 0. Similarly, for any given
value of y, there is a state of armaments

which Andersland considers satisfactory. If

the two lines have a common point, it is

conceivable that a balance of power has
been achieved: both sides feel right about
their security, what they are paying for it

and what they are doing about their na-

tional honor. There is such a common point,
provided that the straight lines intersect,

which they will do if they are not parallel.
If the two lines are coincident (this happens
if the coefficient in the two equations are all

proportional), every point is such a point.
We shall disregard the two exceptional cases
of parallel and coincident lines.
And so, if the two lines intersect, the

point of intersection is a point of equilib-
rium. The point of intersection can be easily
obtained in terms of the parameters k, a,

g, 1, R, and h by solving the equations of the
two lines simultaneously. There is, how-

ever, another important consideration be-

FIG. 5.-The stable armament race, tending
toward a &dquo;balance of power.&dquo;

sides the position of that equilibrium, name-
ly, its stability. This depends on the relative
slopes of the two lines. Consider Figure 5.
Here the slope of Jedesland’s line is greater
than that of Andersland’s.
Now suppose at some time the armaments

of Jedesland and Andersland have the values
x and y, respectively. Jedesland, controlling
its own armaments, can move the point (x,
y) in the horizonal direction, while Anders-
land, through its control of the variable y,
can pull it in the vertical direction. Each
will try to pull it toward her own line of

equilibrium. The resultant of these pulls will
be toward the point of intersection of the two
lines wherever the initial point happens to
be. Such an equilibrium is called &dquo;stable.&dquo;
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The point ( x, y ) representing the armaments
of the two countries will tend to move

toward it. If it is reached and because of
some accidental disturbance the point (x,
y) moves away from such an equilibrium,
it will tend to return to it.

Matters are very different if the slope of
Andersland’s line is greater, as shown in

Figure 6. Here, as can be easily verified,
the attempts of both countries to bring the
point (x, y ) on to their respective line of
equilibrium will result in the movement of
the point (x, y) away from the intersection.

FiG. 6.-The unstable armament race, tending
toward either disarmament or war.

Indeed, in this case, the point will either go
off to infinity or approach one of the zero
axes, depending on whether the initial ar-

maments were above or below the critical

values of the equilibrium. Such an equilib-
rium is called &dquo;unstable.&dquo; In this case, there
is a certain &dquo;ignition point&dquo; such that, if for
some reason armaments have increased be-

yond it, a runaway race will begin.
Translated into a relation among the pa-

rameters, the condition of stability is seen

to be

that is, the product of the restraint coeffi-

cient is to be greater than the product of
the mutual stimulation coefficients.
Now the complete &dquo;dynamic&dquo; solution of

the mathematical model represented by
equations (XII) and (XIII) would yield x
and y as functions of time and of the param-
eters k, «, g, l, ~3, h, and of the initial values
of these variables at some starting point in
time. In order to test the model, that is, one
would have to compare the actual behavior

of x and y with the predicted. If &dquo;compari-
son&dquo; is taken literally, this would mean that
we should have to know the actual values
of all the parameters. We are seldom able to
obtain such knowledge directly. What usu-
ally happens in subjecting a mathematical
model to a test is that at least some of the

parameters must be guessed.
A simple example will illustrate our mean-

ing. There is a physical law that says that
when a spring is stretched, the elongation
is proportional to the force applied (this is

the principle of the spring scale).
Expressed as an equation, this law states

that

where x is the variable length of the spring;
x,, is the &dquo;natural&dquo; length; F is the impressed
force; and k is some constant. Now x~ can
be directly measured. But k cannot be di-
rectly measured; it is computed by dividing
some arbitrary elongation x - Xo by the cor-
responding force. The law, as stated, says

nothing about the magnitude of k. All it says
is that k is constant. This constant is a &dquo;free

parameter,&dquo; that is, it can be anything (as
long as its value is the same for all elonga-
tions) without the validity of the theory be-
ing challenged.
The more free parameters there are in a

theory, the &dquo;weaker&dquo; the theory, because

the more degrees of freedom we have, to
make the predictions of the theory fit the

observations. Given a sufficient number of
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free parameters, any continuous curve drawn
through a set of data can be expressed by a
suitably chosen formula. Therefore, the

&dquo;strength&dquo; of a theory is measured not so
much by the goodness of fit between its pre-
dictions and observations as by the paucity
of the free parameters involved.
The mathematical model we have de-

scribed contains six free parameters, and,
as long as they remain free, it is an ex-

tremely weak theory, that is to say, it is easy
to fit many sets of data with it, but the

goodness of fit is not really a severe test and
thus not too significant theoretically. There-
fore, to make the theory meaningful, efforts
should be directed toward establishing the
&dquo;reality&dquo; of the parameters in terms of the
content of the theory, to show that they are
not merely constants selected to fit the data
but measurable quantities or, at least, useful
theoretical constructs.

Before the parameters can be estimated,
it is necessary to interpret the main vari-

ables, x and y, which, as we have seen,

represent in some sense the hostility of the
two nations toward each other. The ques-
tion arises whether they may not be signed
quantities, that is, whether their negative
values may not represent the opposite of

hostility. Richardson takes the volume of
trade between two countries as an index of
their co-operation, while the armament ex-
penditures are an index of their hostility.
Again the oversimplification may be almost
painful to contemplate, and again it must be
emphasized that the center of interest in

Richardson’s approach is the derivation of

consequences from clearly stated assump-
tions rather than a comprehensive explana-
tion of what happens in international rela-
tions.

Accordingly, x and y are interpreted as
the algebraic sums of positive and negative
terms, namely, armament expenditures and
trade volumes, respectively. In putting the

model to a test by data from the arms race
of 1909-14, these quantities are measured
in gold units. (Later, when Richardson at-

tempts to interpret the data of the succeed-

ing arms races of 1933-39 and 1948--, he
has to find a more reliable unit.)
We pass to the estimation of the param-

eters. Ignoring the grievance terms g and h
for the time being, Richardson notes that the
dimensions of k, l, a, and R are all recip-
rocals of time and in our case are naturally
interpreted: a and # are &dquo;relaxation rates,&dquo;
that is, they are indexes of how rapidly dis-
armament would proceed in the absence of
the instigators of armaments, namely, the
armaments of the other nation and the griev-
ances. The order of magnitude of these

parameters can be estimated from the actual
disarmament rates after wars. From various

data Richardson arrives at the following
estimates: a = 6 == 0.2 or 0.3 per year.
The parameters k and l, on the other hand,
are interpreted as the &dquo;apparent catching-up
rates,&dquo; that is, the rates at which the arma-
ments of one nation would catch up with
those of the other, provided that the other
obligingly stood still. These depend on the
war-industrial potential. Taking the German
rearmament figures of 1933-36, when their
potential opponents did practically stand

still, these parameters for nations of Ger-

many’s potential also turn out to be about
0.3 per year. Richardson is now ready to
examine the &dquo;classical&dquo; armament race of

1909-13, taking the principal powers on
both sides of the impending conflict as those
who unequivocally pledged participation,
namely, France and Russia, on one side, and
Germany and Austria-Hungary, on the other.
Assuming the co-operative components

(trade) constant and the armament expend-
itures variable, he sets x = U - Uo; y = V -
Vo, where U and V are armament expendi-
tures and Uo and Vo are trade. He then ob-
tains, from equations (XII) and (XIII),
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That is, the plot of U -~- V against the rate
of change of U + V ought to give a straight
line. Moreover, the slope of this line ought
to be k - a and the intercept

Germany alone, and « is taken to be 0.2,
as previously independently estimated, the
slope of the line, too, is in close agreement
with the theory.

Let us now see what it would have taken
in the light of this theory to prevent the
arms race. For d (U + V) / dt to vanish or
to become negative, one must have the total

TABLE 8

DEFENSE BUDGETS IN £l0s STERLING

Fic. 7.-Rate of increase of total armament
expenditures versus expenditures in the arms
race preceding World War I.

The approximate magnitudes of k and a
have, we have seen, been independently es-
timated ; Uo and Vo can be directly obtained
from trade statistics; g and h are unknown.
So the checks on the pragmatic validity of
equation (XVI) are (1) the goodness of fit
of the straight line to the data on expendi-
tures and their rate of increase and (2) the
agreement between the estimated value of
k - a and the slope of the line.
The results are given in Table 8 and Fig-

ure 7. The goodness of fit leaves nothing to
be desired. The slope of the line is 0.73.

Hence, if the war potential of both sides is
taken at 0.9, that is, three times that of

volume of trade between members of the

opposite sides of the coalition at least

equal to the arms expenditures (ignoring
the unknown grievance terms). That is, in

1909 a volume of at least k 199 million

sterling was required. In point of fact, that
volume was £ 171.8 million sterling.

There are, of course, serious shortcomings
of the theory even in this simplest &dquo;classical&dquo;
case. For instance, the volume of trade be-
tween the potential combatants did not re-
main constant between 1909 and 1913 but

increased. Therefore, the slope of the line
should have decreased. On the other hand,
the total trade volume, at almost all times,
remained below the total armament expend-
itures. (The year 1911 was an exception,
trade having exceeded armament expendi-
tures very slightly. We must remember,
however, that we have neglected the griev-
ance terms, which could be supposed to

compensate for this discrepancy.) So, at

least qualitatively, the conclusions of the

theory are not refuted by the data.
It cannot be emphasized too strongly that

each conclusion in a theory of this sort is

only a jumping-off place for further investi-
gations. In no sense can the cited agree-
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ments between predicted and observed

quantitative relations be considered corrob-
oration of the theory. There is always the
possibility that the instances of agreement
are selected instances, even if the investi-

gator is scrupulously honest. For example,
in the above result, why are Great Britain
and Italy omitted from the arms race? It can
be argued, of course, that Britain was not
so definitely committed to the Alliance as
France and that Italy was ambivalent. Sup-
pose, however, the data on the four princi-
pal powers were at wide variance with the
theory and suppose the inclusion of Italy
and Britain eliminated the discrepancy.
Could it not be argued (alas, in retrospectl )
that they should have been included?
Thus the encouraging and in some cases

remarkable agreements between theory and
experiment should not be taken seriously.
They should be taken for what they are-
encouragements to develop the theory fur-
ther. Two principal tasks face the &dquo;mathe-

matical historian,&dquo; namely, the construction
of further theoretical models and the trans-
lation of raw historical data into quantitative
variables. There is an embarrassment of
choices in each of these tasks. The construc-
tion of models involves the choice of assump-
tions, and, unlike the physicist, who is often
both guided and restricted in his choice of
assumptions, the builder of a mathematical
social science must virtually pull assumptions
out of his hat. A similar ambivalence of

proper choices besets with difficulties the

problem of translating data into variables.
Richardson’s work on arms races proceeds

along both directions. He offers, besides the
linear two-nation model described, a great
number of other such models. Each deter-
mines dynamic system. The problem of
solving these systems, that is, of determin-

ing all the relevant variables as functions of
time or of each other, though often of pro-
digious difficulty, is a straightforward math-

ematical problem. The technical difficulties
could well be overcome by judicious use of
modem mathematical technology, which

Richardson did not yet have at his disposal.
Mathematical difficulties are therefore not

the stumbling block on the road to a mathe-
matical social science. The real difficulty is
in deciding which, if any, of the wide vari-
ety of models are worth developing and
studying intensively. To put it another way,
the problem is to decide which is the fruitful
direction of generalization.
One might, for example, make the two-

nation (or two-coalition) model somewhat
more sophisticated by the introduction of
non-linear terms. Several such models are

offered by Richardson in the &dquo;theory of sub-
missiveness.&dquo; This theory is a modification
of the linear theory described above, in the
sense that the mutual stimulation coefficients
k and l become functions of the balance of

strength between the two nations (say of
the difference or of the ratios of their arma-

ments). This model provides for the &dquo;intimi-
dation effect.&dquo; When the discrepancy of

strength becomes too great, the weaker na-
tion buckles under and reverses the trend.

This seems to be qualitatively the assump-
tion underlying the policies of the great
powers. Richardson’s mathematical treat-

ment allows him to combine this assumption
with the previous ones, where the arma-

ments are mutually stimulating. Once more,
the advantages of mathematical treatment
are emphasized. Whereas adherents of ver-
bal theories may engage in desultory argu-
ments about whether shows of strength are
conducive to peace or war, the builder of
a mathematical theory can combine both
assumptions (seemingly contradictory when
stated in ordinary language) and reduce the
question to one about the relative effects of
the one and the other tendency.

Being non-linear, the submissiveness

equations are difficult to solve explicitly,
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and always the question looms as to how
worthwhile is the effort of working out the
details; when this job is done, the prodigious
one still remains of seeking out situations to
which the equations can be hoped to apply.
On the other hand, other directions of

generalization clamor for attention, for ex-

ample, the extension of the number of rival
blocs to more than two. Richardson under-
takes this task also and derives some conse-

quences (largely concerning stability condi-
tions) for a system of N nations. Space does
not permit a detailed consideration of this
theory. We note only that it is analogous to
the theory of stability of mechanical and
electrical systems. It would seem that the
most useful results of such a theory would
concern the relative importance of the var-
ious parameters, which, when given inter-
pretation in social-economic-political terms
would permit at least a qualitative theory
and indicate where to look for corroboration
or refutation.
The other task, as we have said, is the

search for the significant variables. For ex-
ample, after 1933, the gold unit becomes all
but worthless in estimating the magnitude
of expenditures. Moreover, the wide discrep-
ancies between the economic systems of the
U.S.S.R. and the other powers make ex-

penditure figures extremely difficult to com-
pare. Finally, the reliability of the official

budgets, especially of the totalitarian states,
becomes tenuous. In his search for a mean-

ingful economic unit, Richardson finally
settles on the &dquo;warfinpersal,&dquo; the relation
between per capita military expenditure and
the salary of a semiskilled engineer. The
cogency of his reasons for his choice is for
economists to evaluate. At any rate, the
function of the mathematical theory in insti-
gating a search for significant units and

variables becomes apparent from a perusal
of Richardson’s monumental efforts to make
sense of the relations between economics

and international politics. It all boils down
to this: somewhere there are significant in-
dexes of large-scale human behavior. The
task is to discover these indexes and to find

significant fundamental relations among
them. Once these are found, one can at-

tempt theories which enable one to derive
gross aspects of observed behavior from a
few relatively simple assumptions. This is the
scientific method in a nut shell. The contri-
bution of Richardson and others inclined
toward mathematical theorizing is in show-
ing that it does not matter where the cycle
of observation-hypothesis-theory-verification
begins. It may be at times useful to begin
with theory in abstracto and at other times
with the compilation of data. The cycle must
be traversed several times anyway before a
coherent picture can arise. One suspects that
questions of scientific strategy have no gen-
eral answers. Different situations and, signifi-
cantly, different scientific temperaments call
for different approaches.

V. War Moods ( 9 )
Is war like a football game? Like a game

of chess? Like a disease? People can always
be found who will prefer each of these similes.
What they will abstract depends on what
part they themselves may have played in
wars, on their temperament, on their cul-
tural background, and on the century in

which they live. Because of some sort of

continuities and discontinuities which we

perceive, we classify events. Accordingly,
the maneuvers of armies in eighteenth-cen-
tury Europe and the events of 1939-45 are
both called &dquo;wars&dquo;; outbreaks of chicken

pox and of the bubonic plague are both
called &dquo;epidemics&dquo;; the events in Salem,
Massachusetts, in 1693, those on the New
York Stock Exchange on October 29, 1929,
and those related to the acclaim of popular
singers are all cited as instances of &dquo;mass
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hysteria.&dquo; Perceived similarities often reside
in the perceiver.
A mathematical investigation of such in-

stances of mass behavior often places at the
center of interest a behavior pattern whose
most salient characteristic is that it is trans-
missible without having to obey a conserva-
tion law, that is, a pattern is acquired upon
contact, without necessarily being given up
by the transmitter. Epidemics, fads, rumors
-all come under this category of mass be-
havior. The content of what is transmitted

or its importance or triviality is, of course,
immaterial to the mathematician except to
the extent that it determines certain prop-
erties of the transmission process. Thus, in

setting up his equations, the mathematician
may want to know:

1. Is the transmission instantaneous upon
contact, or is there an incubation period?

2. Is it necessary to consider differences
in susceptibility?

3. Is the carrier contagious throughout
the time he is infected (or converted)?

4. Does the degree of contagion depend
on the total time of the process (the age of
the epidemic) or on the time since conta-

gion of each carrier?
5. Is there immunity?
6. Are carriers being removed from the

population, say, by the passing of the con-
tagious period, by recovery with immunity,
by quarantine, or by death?
The particular assumption made with re-

spect to each of these questions determines
the mathematical model, quite regardless of
the content of the process. Thus, in terms
of the underlying mathematical model, the
appearance of a popular pianist and the out-
break of a war may have very similar effects
on a population, even though the content of
their behavior may be very different.
The basic model, then, assumes that each

member of a large population can be in one
of at least two states. Fundamental to the

contagion model is the passing of an indi-
vidual from one state to another because of

contact with an individual in the second

state or, more generally, with an individual
in some third state. Except for this specific
condition (the essence of contagion), the

process has many degrees of freedom. For
example, the number of states may vary; the
states may be reversible or irreversible; the

questions listed above may each be answered
in different ways.

Richardson begins to construct his war-
mood model on the basis of just two mental
states: for and against the prosecution of

the war. Admittedly, reliable data or even a
precise definition of these moods is extreme-
ly hard to come by. Yet, by gathering a
great many impressions from a variety of
sources, Richardson is able to arrive at a

crude quantitative picture of war moods in
Britain and in Germany immediately before,
during, and immediately following the war
of 1914-18.

In Britain there is very little evidence of
overt war-mindedness during the period
immediately preceding the murder of Arch-
duke Ferdinand at Sarajevo. Only isolated
outbreaks of hostility and occasional men-
tions of the trade rivalry between Britain
and Germany are found in the press. The
main preoccupation of this period seems to
have been with Irish affairs.
The picture changes drastically immedi-

ately after Austria’s ultimatum to Serbia

(July 23, 1914). Still there is considerable
resistance to Britain’s participation in the

war, especially in the leftist press. The inva-
sion of Belgium (August 2) brings another
drastic change. Opposition to war all but

collapses. The vote in the House of Com-
mons carries the declaration of war by 94
per cent. Only two of twenty ministers re-
sign (10 per cent protest against the war?) .
Irish nationalists offer their support, etc.
The prowar peak is reached probably
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around the turn of the year. Thereafter
&dquo;war-weariness&dquo; begins to set in, quite slow-
ly at first but making itself felt by the be-
ginning of 1917, when voices begin to be
raised in favor of a negotiated peace. The
by-elections in early 1917 are also indica-
tive. In one, the antiwar candidate reported
by the London Times as &dquo;absent from the

contest, being now in custody of the mili-
tary authorities,&dquo; received 23 per cent of the
votes. However, two other by-elections held
soon afterward gave the antiwar candidate

only 7 per cent of the votes. Still, by the
spring of 1917, war-weariness was observ-

FIG. 8.-Richardson’s conception of the war
moods in Britain and Germany during World
War I. The ordinate represents the fraction of
the population overtly in favor of war. The
circles mark the British by-elections.

able by the naked eye, which it had not
been in early 1915. It increases steadily
throughout 1917 and 1918 (various symp-
toms are listed by Richardson). The armis-
tice brings a sharp discontinuity analogous
and opposite to that noted at the declaration
of war. The &dquo;Hang the Kaiser&dquo; movement

persists as an aftermath, but soon this too

dissolves, and overt war-mindedness sinks to
almost its prewar level.

Germany shows a similar picture with mi-
nor but significant differences. There is evi-
dence that the initial (prewar) fraction of
the war-minded was somewhat larger than
in Britain, as manifested in the overt praise
of war as an institution (quite aside from
war aims) by members of the professional

military class (the Junkers). Bemhardi’s

book, Germans and the Next War, pub-
lished in 1912 is also significantly revealing
in this respect.
The unanimity of Germans immediately

following the outbreak of the war was prob-
ably as complete as any nation has ever

experienced. However, the war-weariness

process sets in just as inexorably as in Brit-
ain and, indeed, accelerates more rapidly.
The milestones listed by Richardson are

( 1 ) a recognition by the Prussian Ministry
of War that disaffection is spreading (1916);
(2) the vote in the Reichstag favoring ne-
gotiated peace by 214 against 116 votes
(July, 1917); (3) recognition by the Crown
Council of the futility of further offensives
(August, 1918); (4) the appeals by the
German Supreme Command for armistice,
directed at the German government (Sep-
tember, 1918); (5) the appeal by the Ger-
man government to President Wilson (Oc-
tober 3, 1918); (6) the mutiny of the Ger-
man fleet (October 29, 1918). &dquo;Yet,&dquo; Rich-
ardson concludes, &dquo;the armistice of Novem-

ber 11, 1918, certainly was not in accord-
ance with the wishes of all Germans. Hitler,
in particular, was furiously indignant.&dquo;

Therefore, a residual war-mindedness fol-

lowing the armistice must be recorded.
Richardson offers the graphs in Figure 8 as
representing in semiquantitative fashion the
time course of war-mindedness in Britain

and in Germany during that interval.
One observation of Richardson’s deserves

special emphasis at this point. He cites a

possible objection to this sort of treatment

of war moods (that is, treating it like a

disease that runs a regular course), namely,
that war moods must be considered with
reference to the particular peace terms of-
fered at the moment. Richardson dismisses

this objection outright. His thesis is that

there are no rational components in war

moods and that therefore the disease model
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with its regular, almost predestined, course
is the proper one. Here we have, by impli-
cation, a rejection of the rational models of
human conflict behavior, such as are offered,
for example, in the theory of games. Indeed,
the theory of games, on the one hand, and
the deterministic theories of mass behavior,
such as those of Richardson and Rashevsky,
on the other, stand at the opposite poles of
mathematical theories of human behavior.
We shall have more to say on this topic
below.

In his mathematical treatment, Richard-
son postulates not two war moods (for and

against) but five. Each is a superposition of
a conscious, overt mood on an underlying
subconscious one. Thus he assumes that in
times of peace the prevailing mood toward
the potential opponent in the population at
large is friendly with no underlying hostility.
He symbolizes this situation thus: friendly :
f rien,dly.4 The start of an arms race, how-
ever, results in the accumulation of sub-

conscious hostility until the prevailing mood
becomes friendly : hostile. At the outbreak
of hostilities, the hostile mood becomes overt,
and the friendly components are driven into
the subconscious: hostile : friendly. During
the attrition phase of the war, war-weariness
creeps into the subconscious region, so that
there is a constant increase of the configura-
tion hostile : war-weary. The next sudden

change is the overt manifestation of war-

weariness, resulting, as in the outbreak of

hostilities, in the reversal hostile : war-weary
- war-weary : hostile.

Richardson bases this double-storied mood
model on two types of considerations. One
stems from a simplified version of depth
psychology (or from psychoanalysis), where
the overt behavior is a manifestation not of
the total personality but only of the &dquo;party

in power&dquo; at the moment within the person.
The transformation of behavior into its op-

posite may seem mysterious if only overt
behavior is considered, but ceases to be so
if we take into account the accumulation of

power of the &dquo;opposition,&dquo; which presum-
ably takes place in the subconscious and is
able to &dquo;take over&dquo; at some propitious mo-
ment, just as is observed to happen in the
political life of states.
The other sources of Richardson’s consid-

erations are mathematical. He is at a loss

how to explain the very sudden shifts of war
moods especially at the outbreaks and the
cessation of hostilities as contrasted with the

more or less continuous gradation between
the arms race and the war. Richardson

states that he sought in vain for a natural
mathematical explanation for the sudden

changes at these transition points and could
find a satisfactory answer only by postulat-
ing the double moods.

It is not clear whether Richardson is say-

ing that he could not make his mathemat-
ical models exhibit threshold or &dquo;ignition&dquo;
phenomena. If so, this is surprising, because
such effects are quite common in just such
equations as Richardson postulates for his
war-mood contagion effects.5 Indeed, in cit-
ing the papers of Kermack and McKendrick,
( 1 ) , which inspired his contagion model,
Richardson mentions just such threshold

effects of epidemics.
To be sure, such explosion-like effects are

found only in non-linear systems (classical
examples are known as &dquo;relaxation oscilla-

tions&dquo;), but then the contagion systems treat-
ed by Richardson are non-linear. At any
rate, the double-mood model is introduced

by Richardson both because it harmonizes

4 The first adjective of each such pair repre-
sents the overt mood, the second the covert mood.

5 Cf., for example, the mathematical models of
mass imitative behavior in N. Rashevsky, Mathe-
matical Biology of Social Behavior ( Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1951).
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with certain psychological views and be-

cause it enables him to introduce threshold

effects ad hoc into this equation.
We continue to pursue Richardson’s argu-

ment. He assumes that the transformation

friendly : hostile ~ hostile : friendly, that

is, the transformation characteristic of the

outbreak of overt hostility is hardly ever di-
rectly reversible. Here is an interesting anal-
ogy with chemistry. It is as if a molecule

or an atom could exist in two crystalline
states, one more stable than the other. No

theoretical reason is given for this bias. The
evidence cited has to do with various un-
successful attempts to turn the tide of war
after it had started-attempts which were
always futile at the early phases but which
commanded increasing attention as the war
ran its course, that is, as the war moods

went through the successive changes. In

Richardson’s estimation the transformation
back to the friendly mood takes place only
via the long, tortuous path of war-weariness.
The passage to overt hostility is a matter of
days; back to submerged hostility a matter
of years, while the (presumed) disappear-
ance of underlying submerged hostility is a
matter of at least a generation.
The argument is, of course, far from rig-

orous, and one wonders whether this inter-

pretation, admittedly plausible as applied to
the outbreak of World War I, applies in

general. The &dquo;typical&dquo; manifestations of war
hysteria took place in France, Germany,
Austria, Serbia, and to some extent in Rus-
sia in August, 1914, and in the United States
in April, 1917. Here &dquo;typical&dquo; is used not in
the sense that the phenomenon was histori-
cally common but in the sense that it best
fits the theoretical description offered. The
events of September, 1939, in Europe and
even those of 1941 in the United States and
in the U.S.S.R. in similar circumstances were

not, at least overtly, of the same kind. Peo-
ple did not kiss each other in the streets in

France when war on Germany was declared
in 1939, the way they did in 1914. The

mood in Britain, too, was much more somber
in 1939. The population of the United States
on December 7, 1941, and that of the

U.S.S.R. on June 22, 1941, seemed more
shocked than elated. In the case of Britain
and France, the intensification of hatred for
the enemy in World War II seemed much

more gradual than in World War I. To begin
with, there seemed to be much more of this
hatred before the outbreak of the war and
the steep rise in the case of both countries
seemed to occur not immediately at the

outbreak but considerably later, after defeat
in the case of France and during the aerial
Blitz in the case of Britain. Evidence of just
the kind cited by Richardson for World War
I can be cited to support the estimates

above. For example, voices for negotiated
peace were much stronger and received

more favorable attention in Britain in 1939

than later, when Britain fought alone.6 In
the U.S.S.R., too, hatred for the enemy grew
steadily in intensity throughout the war in
response to the atrocities of occupation.
One might also argue that the outbreak

of war hysteria in Russia in 1914 was con-
fined to the city population. People indeed
&dquo;kissed each other on the streets&dquo; in cities,
but the peasantry (comprising over 80 per
cent of the population) seemed untouched.
The attitude of the peasantry has been sum-
marized in the phrase, &dquo;We are from the

Tambov province; the Germans won’t come
this far.&dquo;

It is possible that these very different

manifestations can be accounted for by dif-
ferences in the values of the parameters
which enter Richardson’s equations. But it is
also likely that Richardson’s model applies
not generally to war-mood dynamics but to
--.. - --.................. --... --............... --... -...... -... -........... --..................... ---- --..... ----....

6 Cf. W. Churchill, The Second World War
(Boston, 1948-53).
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certain types of mass-hysteria dynamics of
which particular war moods may or may not
be special cases. Indeed, it may be pointed
out that the &dquo;typical&dquo; 1914 outbreak is an
almost unique example of its kind. Possibly
the mood in Japan in 1905, following the
attack on Port Arthur, that in Germany in
1870, and that in Britain at the outbreak of
the Boer War resembled 1914 in the initial

stages, but evidence for the onset of war-
weariness is difficult to find in those cases.

Another possibility is that the conditions
which make for the war-mood picture de-
scribed by Richardson, especially its initial

phases, are to be sought not in general mass
psychology but in certain special circum-

stances. Nationalism, we are told by some
historians, is not a permanent feature of so-
cial organization but a stage. It is possible
to trace the growth of national conscious-
ness, particularly in Europe following the
breakup of the feudal system. It may also
be possible to trace its decline in Europe
following 1918 except for secondary flare-
ups in some totalitarian states. The coinci-
dence of mass hysteria with the outbreak of
a war may be typical only at times when a
peak of national consciousness has been
reached. What this means is a psychological
question. The translation of such questions
into mathematics may be possible but may
necessitate an altogether different treatment.
The reservations we have listed do not

detract from the importance of Richardson’s
theories but point to a different direction of
generalization, namely, not to a theory of
war moods but to a theory of mass hysteria,
where the term &dquo;hysteria&dquo; is to be stripped
of its morbid connotations (perhaps a less
loaded term should be introduced) and to
be endowed instead with a mathematical

meaning referring to its purely dynamic
properties, regardless of content. It may be
that fads, with their suddenness of outburst
and with their typically gradual declines fol-

lowed by almost as sudden disappearance,
are much more frequent manifestations of

Richardson’s model than war moods.
Let us now return to the mathematical

treatment of Richardson’s model. We shall

follow his war-mood interpretation, keeping
in mind, however, our reservations about its

general applicability in this context.
At any moment the population whose at-

titudes are the subject of the study are di-
vided into five classes, each class character-
ized by one of the double moods described
above. The Greek letters denote the frac-

tions of the population in the respective
classes. Thus

~3 = The fraction in the mood

friendly:friendly ,
~ = The fraction in the mood

j’riendly: hostile ,
q = The fraction in the mood

hostile: friendly,

p = The fraction in the mood

hostile : war-ze~eary ,

cu = The fraction in the mood

wdr-weary: hostile .

In addition, we have a fraction which has
died as a result of the war, denoted by 6.
Thus

Subscripts on the letters (for example,
P,) refer to the respective nations; asterisks
to the absolute numbers. Thus, if Ni is the

population of the first country, then

The first process considered is a conver-
sion from f3 to ~, that is, the &dquo;latent&dquo; in-

fection by subconscious hostility, which pre-
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sumably pervades the population in the ini-
tial stages of conflict prior to the outbreak
of hostilities. Note that the growth of
will not necessarily be observable by ordi-
nary methods. In the terminology of epi-
demics, t is the fraction of the susceptible.
To use another analogy, the accumulation of
t is like the accumulation of heat in a

process leading to spontaneous combustion.
Or, to use still another analogy, it is like the
decline of potential difference between the
inside and the outside of a nerve prior to
the critical moment when the difference be-
comes less than a threshold value and the

self-propagated &dquo;action potential&dquo; (the re-

verse of the resting potential) is instigated.
We said that t may not be observable

directly as war-mindedness. It may have,
however, indirect manifestations, for exam-

ple, in the progress of an armament race.
In Richardson’s treatment the growth of

armaments of the opposing side is the stim-
ulant of the growth of submerged hostility
in the population of the country in question.
The equations governing the growth of war-
mindedness are therefore analogous to those
governing the growth of armaments. In the
simplest case of no restraint, we have, as in
a similar situation related to arms races,

The last equality shows that ~ grows at
the expense of ~. This equation is modified
by including the effect of the overtly hostile
in the prospective enemy nation. Thus, ex-
pressed as the depletion of ~, the equation
becomes, in absolute numbers,

W12 being another constant.
This equation is none too satisfactory, im-

plying as it does that ol would always de-

crease as long as t2 and 112 were positive
in the other nation. To account for restoring
influences, Richardson subtracts a constant
A’ from the terms inside the parentheses on
the right side of equation (XX), arriving at

There is still trouble in the sense that the

disappearance of hostility in the opposing
nation would make for unlimited growth of
the friendly population (beyond the total

population). So &dquo;buff er&dquo; terms must be in-

troduced. In its final form, Richardson puts,
for the rate of change of ~l3 (using fractions
now),

Stated in words, the mathematical mean-

ing of this equation is the following. The
rate of growth of # is enhanced by the pro-
portion of covertly and overtly hostile in

the own population, and its decline is en-

hanced by the portions of overtly and cov-
ertly hostile in the other population. More-
over, the absolute magnitude of the rate of
growth of this fraction is proportional to

the fraction itself.

In Richardson’s interpretation, the deple-
tion of ~S (a measure of concentration!) is

proportional to the weighted differences be-
tween the hostile of both kinds in one’s own
and in the opposing populations, as if the

presence of a large concentration of hostiles
in one’s own population mitigated the fur-
ther increase of hostiles.
The plausibility of such an assumption

may be argued both ways. We must point
out, however, that equation (XXII) has

another, perhaps simpler, interpretation in
terms of the very same contagion model
cited by Richardson. If conversion could go
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either way, then the # could be recruited
from the $ and ? when the latter came
in contact with the #. This &dquo;recovery&dquo; (if
we may interpret the thoroughly friendly
state as &dquo;healthy&dquo; ) amounts to an anticon-
tagion, unknown in ordinary contagious dis-
ease but possibly worthwhile considering
seriously in the epidemics of moods. True,
Richardson discounts the possibility of the
transformation hostile : friendly ~ friendly :
hostile, but explicitly only for the popula-
tion as a whole. In chemical terminology,
this could mean simply that the reaction co-
efficient in one direction is much greater
than that in the other. In principle, there-
fore, we could admit contagion between any
pair among the five moods. Moreover, as a
result of contact between two classes, trans-
formation could conceivably occur into a

third class.
The complete system of equations given

by Richardson is as follows:

The arguments which lead to these equa-

tions are similar to those which led to the

first of them and will not be reproduced
here. We will note, however, some general
features of the system and a few of its de-
tails.
The system is given for the country de-

noted by subscript 1. The equations for the
other country are of similar form but, in

general, have the &dquo;reaction constants&dquo; of

different values. Each equation is a differen-
tial equation of the first order and of the

second degree. Each rate of change is a ho-
mogeneous quadratic form in the dependent
variables. That is, each contact between

members of a pair of classes contributes pos-
itively or negatively to the rate of change
of a class. Constants with single subscripts
denote the pairing of classes within the
same country; those with double subscripts
the pairing from different countries. Because
of equation (XVII), the sum of the rates of
change must vanish, and this is insured by
the coefficients on the right.

Further we note that, although 77 is re-

cruited from ~ of the same country (the
second term in eq. [XXV] ), ~ is not re-

cruited from they of the same country,
which reflects Richardson’s assumption that
the transformation friendly : hostile -7 hos-
tile : f riendly is not reversible. Apparently
he takes this irreversibility to be absolute,
though, as we have pointed out above, he
need not. Nevertheless, the # are recruited
from the ~ of the same country (the first
term of eq. [XXIII]). True, in Richardson’s
interpretation this effect is interpreted as the
result of a restraining influence, not as con-
tagion (or &dquo;anticontagion,&dquo; as we have
called it), but its effect, as shown in the
formalism of the mathematics, is exactly the
same as that of contagion.
The dead are recruited from the overtly

hostile, under the assumption that the overt-
ly hostile are those who actually fight. Here
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is a serious weakness in the psychological
assumptions. Are the most vociferous flag-
wavers always among the actual combat-
ants ? The contagion of overt war-weariness
occurs both via own and via enemy carriers,
as reflected in equation (XXVIII).
The system is non-linear and is not ame-

nable to the powerful general methods of
solution applicable to linear systems. Cer-
tain important aspects of non-linear systems
have been studied, however. V. Volterra, in

particular, in his theoretical studies on the
interaction of species in predator-prey rela-
tions, has derived interesting general prop-
erties of non-linear systems of certain types.
Richardson states, however, that his system
cannot be subsumed as a special case of

Volterra’s. To be like Volterra’s, Richard-

son’s equations would have to include as a
factor on the right side the variable whose
derivative appears on the left, such as is the
case in equation (XXIII), but not in the
others. Accordingly, Richardson does not

attempt to apply Volterra’s method to his
system but proceeds to investigate the prop-
erties of his system at certain critical phases,
where simple approximate solutions can be
obtained. These phases are listed as follows:
(i) an early phase of uneasy peace, in which
,8 is near unity but 0, p, and m are zero;

( ii ) the outbreak of hostilities, during which
~ and 77 are important but 0, p, and (a

are negligible; (iii) a middle phase of per-
sistence and attrition, in which 0, p, and

77 are important but # and w can be neg-
lected ; and (iv) the cessation of hostilities

at a time when p and a are important but
the other variables can be neglected.
The earliest phase (i) allows the re-

duction of the general system (XXIII)-
(XXVIII) to a simple linear system of two
first-order differential equations. In the ini-
tial phase all the population is assumed to

be ~3 or ~. Thus
and we have

Moreover, the overwhelming majority are
assumed to be ~(3, so that the f3i can be taken
to be unity (that is to say, the quadratic
terms resulting from the expansion

are neglected). We now have the linear

system

This system is formally equivalent to that
of the arms race discussed in Section IV

and, of course, has the same sort of solution.

Stability obtains if AlA2 > K12K21 (the
product of the coefficients of restraint ex-

ceeds the product of the coefficients of mu-
tual stimulation). Otherwise, instability re-
sults, and the ~ increase approximately ex-
ponentially. This situation cannot, of course,
represent the complete system for very long,
because the assumption = 1 soon fails to
apply.

Next, Richardson combines his arms-race

assumptions with those relating to the

growth of (submerged) hostility and finds
that the resulting arms-race model includes
constant terms (cf. eqs. [XII] and [XIII])
previously interpreted as &dquo;grievance&dquo; terms.
Also he finds that the conditions of stability
for the arms race are consistent with those
for their war-mood transformation. Both re-
sults are in no way surprising, since in
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Richardson’s assumptions the arms expend-
itures are simply linear transformations of
the submerged hostilities. Thus the first

phase of war-mood dynamics is but another
manifestation of the arms race both in the

assumptions and in the conclusions, and the
theory of war moods has nothing new to
say at this point.
The second phase ( ii ) also yields to a

simple and well-known mathematical treat-
ment, especially in the &dquo;symmetric&dquo; case,

where the fractions ~ and 11 (which are
here assumed to account for practically the
entire population) are equal in both popu-
lations. Under these extremely simplified
conditions, the process reduces to that of

simple contagion,

That is, if 17 represents the fraction of the
sick (the carriers), the depletion of the
uninfected will be proportional to the prod-
uct of the fractions of the infected and the
uninfected. The solution of equation (XXXI)
is the well-known logistic equation,

where A = 710/(1- 710) ( 710 = fraction

of overtly hostile at the start of the process
considered). The shape of the logstic curve
is sigmoid. Whether the rapidly rising frac-
tion of the overtly hostile near the inflection
point can be called an &dquo;explosion,&dquo; as im-

plied by Richardson’s description of the sud-
den transformation immediately preceding
the hostilities, depends on the size of the
constant C. Of this later.

The third phase (iii) again considered
for the symmetrical war is characterized by
the condition + 0 + p = 1. Here every-
one is either overtly hostile, in one of the

two forms of this mood, or dead. We then
have

In this system (q+p) can be elimi-

nated, and we have a single equation gov-
erning the growth of casualties in the attri-
tion phase, namely,

whose integral is

in the initial stages, so that

Here at last is a formula in principle di-
rectly verifiable by observation. However,
this is only an illusion. We must keep in
mind that the piecemeal &dquo;solutions&dquo; are so-
lutions only in certain very short ranges of
time, because of the approximations made.
In these short ranges all solutions will be

approximately straight lines. For example,
according to equation (XXXVI) the in-

crease of dead seems to be proportional to
the square of the fraction of survivors in a

symmetrical war, a straightforward and in-
teresting relation. Its validity, however, is

confined to the range where there are yet
no overtly war-weary.

However, encounters between the hostiles
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of opposing nations contribute not only to
the number of dead but also to the number
of covertly war-weary (cf. eq. [XXVII] )
and ultimately to the overtly war-weary,
who, according to the equation (XXVI),
do not contribute to the increase of dead.7
But in a range sufficiently small, any curve
is approximated by a straight line. There-
fore, the dependence of the rate of casual-
ties on the square of the survivors cannot be

put to a meaningful test.
Another formula derived from this ap-

proximation is

That is, the decrease of then among the
survivors, through the onset of war-weari-
ness, is given as a function of the war dead.
Again, this formula is almost impossible to
verify, since, by definition, the difference be-
tween and p is in the subconscious and
cannot be assessed by any simple statistical
methods. The formula allows us, however,
by combining various assumptions and ob-
servations, to make a rough estimate of B.
We shall presently see that the main value
of these approximations is not in the oppor-
tunity they provide for testing the dynamic
process but rather in the possibility of ob-
taining estimates of the parameters. We
shall presently discuss the value of obtain-
ing even the crude estimates of these pa-
rameters.

In the final phase (iv), we have

that is, everyone is either aggressive-war-
wearied, war-wearied-aggressive, or dead.
The subscript T means that 9T is approxi-
mately constant (the fighting has petered
out on the verge of the armistice).

Further,

This is again the logistic case, except that
the dead do not participate in the changing
war mood. The process is the exact reverse
of that in phase ii.

It must be emphasized that the theoretical
investigation just described is still far re-

moved from the &dquo;testing&dquo; of the mathemati-
cal model proposed and so cannot be con-
sidered as a step in the cyclical process:
observation-generalization-model construc-
tion-empirical test-modification of the
model. This cyclical process, usually repre-
sented as the schema of &dquo;scientific method&dquo;
is only a highly idealized conception of
what takes place in the construction of a

complex theory. We have seen, for example,
that the differential equations presumably
describing the dynamics of war moods are
too complex to be solved in their general
form and, in all likelihood, much too simple
to be expected to give an even fair approxi-
mation of the real process. Such systems,
therefore, are little more than &dquo;mental

bridges&dquo; from the complexity of real phe-
nomena to our attempts to understand
them. The mathematical social scientist

keeps reiterating the provisional character
of such attempts. Indeed, a warning not to
take such models for anything but first ap-
proximations has become an inevitable re-
mark in the introductions to such work.

7 Here is another serious weakness in Richard-
son’s assumptions. Are the overtly war-weary re-
moved from combat? Also, why not make the
number of dead contribute to the rate of growth
of the war-weary, which does not appear in ei-
ther equation (XXVII) or equation (XXVIII)?
It can be easily shown that any number of alter-
native assumptions can be made with plausibil-
ity comparable to that of Richardson’s assump-
tions. Of primary interest, therefore, are not the
particular assumptions Richardson makes but the
principal idea of his approach.
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To Richardson’s credit, it must be said
that he does try to make the next step, that
is, the estimation of the numerical constants
involved. We have seen how he approaches
this task in the arms-race model. In the
war-moods model, an attempt to evaluate
the constants is important for another rea-
son besides its significance in giving some
content to the theory. A glance at the system
( XXIII ) - ( XXVIII ) shows that it is of a
certain type, namely, the right sides are all
homogeneous quadratic forms. With six

variables, the most general such form would
have 36 terms, and so the system of six

equations would have 216 constants. These
constants are not all independent, however,
because of the conservation restrictions;
counting the dead as belonging to the popu-
lation, the population is assumed to remain
constant during the process studied. These
conservation restrictions bring certain sym-
metries into the matrix of coefficients. Since
a great many models of contagion and bi-
molecular chemical reactions are of this

type, it would be desirable to have a general
theory of such systems, such as already ex-
ists for linear systems, where the right side
is a square matrix. Even before a complete
theory is developed, no doubt certain theo-
rems will begin to appear, treating of some
general properties (for example, stability
properties) of such systems. Indeed, a con-
siderable body of such theory already exists.

In the construction of the theory of

&dquo;quadratic homogeneous differential equa-
tions&dquo; it is useful to examine the properties
of specific systems of this sort where the
numerical values of the coefficients are

known. Mathematical technology now avail-
able (not available at the time Richardson
did the bulk of the work here described)
makes possible the explicit solution of any
number of such specific systems. To make
the system (XXIII)-(XXVIII) specific, we
must know the numerical values of the co-

efficients. Once these are established, high-
speed computers can reveal to us the dy-
namic behavior of the system. We can then

engage on a program of &dquo;mathematical ex-

perimentation,&dquo; for example, see how sensi-
tive the behavior of the system is to changes
in the various parameters. Since all these

parameters acquire in a specific system so-
cial-psychological meanings (either as con-

tagion parameters or, as Richardson prefers
to interpret some of them, as parameters of
restraint and of mutual stimulation), we can
start to build theories of mass behavior in
which the stability of mass behavior is re-

lated specifically to such parameters, how-
ever interpreted. Then and only then can
the methodological cycle of hypothesis-pre-
diction-comparison-modification of hypoth-
esis begin. In this way we could get around
the almost impossible task of fitting a highly
complicated model to perhaps hopelessly
complex situations. It is not the exact be-
havior of a real system which we would
seek to predict by these methods but its

more general properties.
The situation is no different in applied

physical science. The non-linear systems
which characterize problems of aerodynam-
ics and of complex mechanical systems are
seldom solved in the general case. Solutions
are obtained for special cases where numeri-
cal values of the parameters are known at
least approximately. Much use is made of

analogical physical models (for example,
wind tunnels, etc.). From a great number
of such numerical solutions some general
properties of such systems are sometimes

discernible. Richardson’s researches suggest
that a similar procedure is indicated in the
study of social dynamics.

VI. Critique
How is a scientific investigation to be

evaluated? One suspects that there are sev-
eral factors which determine the &dquo;worth&dquo; of
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a scientific endeavor, but attempts to iden-

tify them do not hold any more promise than
attempts to identify the factors which make
a literary or an artistic work great or trite.
As extreme examples, take two investiga-
tions, both highly admired in the scientific
circles where they are understood but whose
virtues are practically incomparable: Men-
del’s discovery of the segregation of inher-
ited characters and of statistical laws of

inheritance and Gauss’s calculation of the
orbit of Ceres. The former, buried for thirty-
five years and subsequently rediscovered, is
cited as a milestone in biology, a gateway
to the vastly fertile field of genetics. No
remotely similar claims can be made for the
latter. On the other hand, Gauss’s feat is

hailed as an ultimate achievement of mathe-
matical virtuosity, an overcoming of seem-
ingly insuperable difficulties and thus a tri-
umph of human intellect. Certainly no such
claims can be made for Mendel’s achieve-

ment, almost homely in its modesty. It

would seem that these two endeavors are
admired for opposite reasons. At times par-
simony has been offered as a criterion of
scientific significance. If parsimony is taken
as a ratio of the extent of the results to the

complexity of the means, Mendel’s work

would certainly rate high on that scale, but
Gauss’s would rate very low. Gauss’s means

were enormously complex, while his result
was to find a clod of dirt that had eluded
the telescopes. Science would hardly have
suffered if Ceres were never found again.
We bring these illustrations to warn

against facile comparisons of scientific

achievements by preset standards of value.
Such comparisons will, nevertheless, con-

tinue to be made. Our warning concerns the
danger of taking them to be decisive.
With this reservation in mind, let us first

develop the most severe criticism to which
Richardson’s work is vulnerable. After this

job is done, we can look for its positive
value.

Richardson applies to certain aspects of
human behavior, particularly mass behavior,
the tools of classical mathematical analysis,
the calculus and differential equations.
These are techniques. But behind the tech-
niques is an elaborate metaphysical orienta-
tion. It is most important to note that this
orientation is not the only possible one even
within the framework of the mathematical

approach. This will be made clear when we
describe alternative approaches. Since there
are several mathematical approaches to a

set of phenomena, it is possible to raise the
question of the applicability or the efficacy
of each.

The view of the world which leads an

investigator to use classical analysis pic-
tures all events as imbedded in some sort of

continuum. Thus every event can be de-
scribed by an n-tuple of real numbers, one
of which is time. Time keeps flowing along,
and, as this co-ordinate changes, the other
components of the n-tuple also change. Thus
at all times one has not only the &dquo;state of

the world,&dquo; that is, the totality of all such
n-tuples, but also their rates of change. Next
it is supposed that these co-ordinates and
the rates of change are connected by mathe-
matical relations. The business of the inves-

tigator is to discover these relations. Once
they are discovered, the flow of events can,
in principle, be deduced, that is, the n-tuples
which constitute the events become known
functions of time, and so, simply by looking
at the &dquo;clock,&dquo; the successful investigator
should be able to guess the &dquo;state of the
world.&dquo; This is the essence of mathematico-

physical determinism. This is the framework
of thought which has proved its tremendous
power in classical physics and to some ex-
tent in chemistry. For the solar system is

&dquo;explained&dquo; if all the positions of all the

planets are deduced as functions of time
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from the few relations involving these posi-
tions, their rates of change, and the masses.
A chemical reaction is &dquo;explained&dquo; if the
concentrations of the substances involved
are similarly deduced. The mathematical

economist, too, works in the same meta-

physical framework, except that his vari-

ables are different sorts of observables:

prices, production rates, tax rates, interests,
employment, etc.

This is the framework in which Richard-
son predominantly worked. His variables
were again different: armament expendi-
tures, trade volumes, numbers of people in
this or that psychological state, war casual-
ties, etc. But the underlying assumptions
were always of the same kind: postulated
mathematical relations among these quanti-
ties and their rates of change.
Now let us go back to a time before this

sort of thinking became second nature to
mathematical scientists. There was a time

when the notions of &dquo;function&dquo; and of &dquo;rate
of change&dquo; were lacking from the mathe-
matician’s repertoire. Yet certain branches
of mathematics were developed to extreme-
ly high degrees of sophistication even by
modem standards. Geometry was profound
and subtle. Many deep properties of num-
bers were discovered by ingenious reason-
ing. The notion of what constitutes proof
was almost as rigorous as it is today. In

spite of Newton’s tour de force (he used
the methods of classical geometry in pre-

senting his celestial mechanics to the world),
it is now clear that all that mathematics

would be of no avail in modern physics.
The most intricate relations among various

geometric figures, the most startling con-

structions with ruler and compass, the ulti-

mate in ancient mathematical skill, would
not be of any use in problems concerned
with the spread of heat through a body or
with what goes on in an alternating current
circuit. On the other hand, such statements

as &dquo;the rate of change of the sine function
is the cosine function,&dquo; which is of funda-
mental importance in the problems men-
tioned, are entirely beyond the scope of

ancient mathematics. They had no language
in which to express such ideas.

This is what we mean when we say that
ancient mathematics is not applicable to

classical physics. It cannot even be extended
to become applicable, unless, by extension,
one means the introduction of totally new
concepts, a reorganization of thinking about
quantities, relations, etc.
Now let us turn the tables on classical

analysis and ask, &dquo;To what extent is classical

analysis (admirably suited to classical phys-
ics) applicable to theories of human be-

havior ?&dquo; Is it possible that it lacks necessary
concepts, in the sense that ancient mathe-
matics lacks certain concepts necessary for

physical theory? If so, then no amount of
development of the techniques of classical
analysis will break the barrier which sep-
arates its range of applicability from that of
human behavior. There are certain technical
difficulties inherent in Richardson’s ap-

proach, for example, the lack of general
methods of solving non-linear differential

equations. These difficulties can be over-

come. But if the weakness of the method is
in the paucity or in the irrelevance of its

fundamental concepts, then the resolution of
the technical difficulties will be no help.

Similar considerations apply to the em-

pirical side of Richardson’s study. The prob-
lem here is to choose the important variables
and to gather the data pertinent to them.
Admittedly, the gathering of the data is be-
set with difficulties. But, even if the diffi-
culties are overcome, one may still be on
the wrong track if the variables one has
chosen are not the important ones, if, say,
the things to look at are not pounds sterling
or even &dquo;warfinpersals,&dquo; but, say, metaphor-
ical identifications made in the minds of
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certain people with respect to war, whether
they view war as a sport, a necessary evil,
a rejuvenating tonic to combat decadence,
or a vehicle for missionary zeal. A priori,
one does not know. Therefore, several possi-
bilities must be kept in mind.

Is there evidence that the approach
through an analogy with physics, chemistry,
epidemiology, or, to take the complexity of
the phenomena into account, with meteor-
ology is a sterile one? No, there is no direct
evidence of this sort, but there is always a
possibility. An analogical argument, how-
ever, can be made. Because it is merely
analogical, it cannot, of course, be conclu-
sive. Suppose a man from Mars began a
quantitative investigation of all the chess

games played on earth. He would carefully
plot the rate of attrition of the pieces, the
frequency distributions of the lengths of the
games, correlations between various types
of capture, distances traveled by bishops,
rooks, and queens, etc. If he did this for

very many games, he would certainly dis-
cover regularities: the law of large numbers
would operate here just as in human affairs.
He could even establish relations among
these regularities, such as the distance trav-
eled by pieces as a function of the number
of pieces on the board, etc. He could then
predict what the time course of these vari-
ables would be if averaged over many

games. He could conceivably develop a full-
fledged mathematical science of what he

thought was chess. And yet he would have
no idea of what for the chess player is the
essence of chess. The chess player, on the
other hand, also has a &dquo;science.&dquo; It is not

an exact science, because intuitive notions
still play an important part in it, but it is

to some extent a science, and it is far more
relevant for the &dquo;essential&dquo; features of the

game. The chess player’s science contains
concepts absent from the conventionally
quantitative approach of the Martian-con-

cepts like &dquo;offensive,&dquo; &dquo;defensive,&dquo; &dquo;pres-
sure,&dquo; &dquo;mobility,&dquo; &dquo;strategy,&dquo; &dquo;control,&dquo; even

&dquo;elegance.&dquo; It is possible that these intui-

tive notions of the chess player can be trans-
lated into measurable quantities, but the

opposite process is unlikely: it is not to be

expected that notions pertinent to the real
problems of the game would occur to any
who contemplated only the obviously ob-
servable quantities.

Let us return to our discussion of various
frameworks of mathematical thought. We
have already mentioned two-the classical

geometry of antiquity and the classical anal-
ysis of yesterday. The developments of the
present century have struck out in still an-

other direction, typically represented by ab-
stract algebra and topology. A characteristic
feature of modem mathematics is that &dquo;num-

ber&dquo; or &dquo;magnitude,&dquo; as conventionally
understood, is not at all central to it. Of

particular interest to the mathematically
inclined social scientist is the so-called

&dquo;mathematical theory of games,&dquo; developed
entirely in the new spirit. it would be ex-

tremely difficult to explain to a non-initiate
just how this recent theory has enhanced
the understanding of the essentials of the

game of strategy by considering matters far
transcending the content of any specific
game. The notion of &dquo;strategy&dquo; as it appears
in game theory is mathematically exact; yet
it contains the really relevant aspect of what
any player of strategic games calls &dquo;strate-

gy.&dquo; By an analysis of this and related no-
tions, the mathematical theory of games

goes to the very heart of all situations in

which people having partially conflicting,
partially coinciding, goals match wits.

Curiously, a mastery of game theory
would hardly make anyone a better player
in any particular game. The techniques of
the various games are absent from the theo-

ry. But the concepts of the theory are

extraordinarily rich and lead to wholly un-
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expected insights. To give an example, it be-
comes plain in the light of game theory that
chess and tic-tac-toe are more closely re-

lated than tic-tac-toe and &dquo;matching pen-
nies.&dquo; It is also possible to assert that in
some respects &dquo;matching pennies&dquo; is a more
complex game than chess (since it requires
the notion of &dquo;mixed strategy,&dquo; which chess
does not), etc. Such conclusions may seem
absurd, but we must remember that the

assertion of the biologist that a mouse is

more like a whale than like a frog seems
absurd to anyone ignorant of biology, and
yet this assertion contains a profound truth.
We have used the example of game theo-

ry to illustrate the appearance of a mathe-
matical discipline with entirely new con-

cepts, which may be the very concepts re-

quired in a mathematical treatment of hu-
man affairs. Being a &dquo;modern&dquo; branch of

mathematics, game theory deals with enti-

ties which are not typically magnitudes or
functional relations among them. The basic
entities of game theory are &dquo;sets.&dquo; The asser-
tions of the theory are characteristically not
equations but &dquo;existential&dquo; assertions. An

existential relation is somehow more closely
related to choice and decision than to the
continuous functional relations of classical

analysis. For example, a statement that

among the elements of such and such a set
there exists one with such and such proper-
ties enables us to understand the choice or
decision of someone who had previously
sought or anticipated such an element. The
treatment of strategy and coalition formation
in game theory follows just such a scheme.
The threads from this treatment to the de-
cision process, to actions based on consider-
ations of power relations, to bargains and
agreements are highly suggestive. In its

treatment of &dquo;power politics,&dquo; for example,
game theory places in the focus of interest
not so much the coercive effect of power
itself (a quasi-mechanical notion) but rather

the potential existence of power combina-
tions, a notion much closer to human affairs.
In short, what enters game theory that is

completely absent in classical analysis is a

consideration of potentialities rather than

mechanically acting causes and effects. Such
considerations may be as essential to a math-
ematical theory of human behavior as the

dynamic notions of functions and rate of

change (absent in ancient mathematics)
were for physics. If this is the case, then
researches of the type undertaken by Rich-
ardson may prove to have only historical
value.

Let us now look at the brighter side. It is
by no means evident that the gross deter-
minism of the classical physical type as-

sumed by Richardson is not operating in

some areas of human behavior. The method
of game theory presupposes complete ra-

tionality of the participants. Classical physics
postulates the operation of blind forces on
the &dquo;here and now&dquo; and denies to matter

any imagination, any scanning of alterna-

tives, any choice, or any foresight. Richard-
son’s method is essentially physical. We
have listed the possible limitations of this

outlook. But the limitations may be by no
means absolute. History may be determined
to a large extent by waves of mass action,
which a mathematician may be able to de-

scribe more accurately by the interplay of
secular trends, thresholds, equilibriums,
etc., than by a sequence of rational deci-
sions. We may also note in passing that what
is important in a game of chess (the exam-
ple we used to point out the limitations of
Richardson’s method) depends on whether
one is a player or a pawn.

Possibly the true nature of large-scale hu-
man events is intermediate between physical
determinism and cognizant choice based on
evaluation of potentialities. If so, then the

findings of game theory and systems of dif-
ferential equations are the two extremes
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bracketing the yet unknown theoretical
method suitable for the study of human be-
havior.

The greatest value of Richardson’s work
is, however, in my opinion not its scientific
value in the narrow sense but in the example
set by thirty years of conscientious labor on
the frontiers of knowledge. The idea of

turning the cold and brilliant light of mathe-
matical investigation on a subject where
passions obscure reason is in itself the em-

bodiment of the best in scientific ethics. The
idea would not have borne fruit, however,
if Richardson had confined himself to ex-

hortations like &dquo;Let’s be sensible about all

this; let’s use ’scientific method’ to find out
what causes wars, armament races, etc.&dquo;
Such exhortations have been common

enough and futile enough. Someone had to
sit doum and try. The results, we have seen,
are of uncertain scientific value. The old

saw that history never repeats itself rears its
ugly head. To test the theory of arms races,
Richardson had only three at his disposal,
of which only one one behaved &dquo;properly.&dquo;
The investigations of the other two were
marred by the ambiguity of the data. Signif-
icantly, Richardson did not venture to make
a definitive prediction about the outcome of
the present arms race (started in 1948).
And wisely so. From generation to genera-
tion new factors appear which make previ-
ously reasonable arguments untenable. For
example, hydrogen bombs are cheaper than
their equivalents in conventional explosives.
And weapons of biological warfare are

probably cheaper still per unit of &dquo;lethality.&dquo;
Therefore, it is conceivable that in the great-
est armament race of all, in which conven-
tional weapons would be replaced by nu-
clear ones, expenditures could actually be
shrinkingl Again, the concept of intimida-
tion acquires a much different meaning in
the nuclear age than what Richardson gives

it. Wars of attrition, to which the theory of
war moods primarily applies, may also have
become obsolete.

But there are other results besides the

purely scientific of Richardson’s devoted la-
bor. These results are inspirational. Thirty
years of painstaking investigation are im-

pressive by anyone’s standard. The labor

spent seems to put an obligation on future
generations of social scientists to continue

the search. Some, of course, will scoff at

Richardson’s shortcomings and at his make-
shift theoretical props. But others will take
the opportunity to ask, &dquo;How can this be
done better? What can be salvaged? Where
is it worthwhile to follow the paths indi-
cated by Richardson, and where should new
ones be struck?&dquo; Then these more construc-
tive spirits will go to work. Whether they
will succeed in constructing a good mathe-
matical theory of conflict or not, they will be
treating conflict with the objectivity of the
mathematician, which is the most complete
objectivity achievable by man. And this ac-
tivity may of itself have a salutary effect on
men’s minds. After all, the most important
achievement of celestial mechanics was not
so much in its utility for calendar-making as
in its liberating influence on the human

mind. Similarly, &dquo;astronomical&dquo; methods ap-

plied to the investigation of human affairs,
if pursued at a rate comparable to the

growth of mathematical astronomy at the

time of its inception, may yet free us from
the compulsions which have been driving us
toward destruction.
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